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The Path Ahead
correspondence to: 

president@nzarb.org.nz

T he first four months of my presidency 
have been eventful and busy. In 

December the Executive committee held a 
strategy meeting and, based on the results 
of a survey sent out to our members, 
identified three key areas that the 
association needs to work on:
• The need to improve industry-wide 

professionalism;
• The need to improve public awareness 

and the appreciation of trees;
• The need to address the current industry 

skills shortage.

While none of these issues will come as a 
surprise to most professional arborists, 
two have been brought to light recently 
in the media. 

Professionalism in arboriculture can be 
measured in many ways but it ultimately 
comes down to qualification, competency, 
compliance and reputation. The Association 
and its members need to uphold and 
promote these values every day. From 
day-to-day dealings with clients to articles 
in the media, we need to be mindful of 
how we are viewed by the public and how 

our actions are perceived. NZ Arb are in 
communication with WorkSafe about how 
to address non-compliance that is seen 
across New Zealand every day, and we are 
promoting to them Approved Contractors 
as a programme created by the industry to 
address this issue.

Public awareness about the benefit 
and value of trees is a message that the 
association and its members need to push. 
This is an issue close to my heart and 
something that we are all responsible for 
promoting. Public comments in the media 
show that most people do not value trees 
and instead they focus on the “risks” they 
pose. Changing this mind-set will take 
a generation and the Executive want to 
start that process now. We have created 
a marketing committee whose aim is to 
increase public awareness of trees and 
arboriculture, though school initiatives 
and by attending other associations’ 
conferences with the aim of promoting 
professional arboriculture. 

Addressing professionalism and increasing 
the awareness of our industry will lead to 
increased interest in becoming an arborist. 

The most common question we get asked 
at arborist events is, “How do I become 
an arborist?” and we have been handing 
out training information for all of the 
national providers. We are also working on 
promotional material for our members to 
use and give out. 

What we require from our members is 
assistance and participation to help to 
address these issues. Since November I 
have been contacted by some of you with 
superb ideas and now I ask for your help to 
make these ideas happen. Volunteering for 
NZ Arb is rewarding and has given me the 
opportunity to contribute to our industry to 
affect change, but we have a lot to do and 
want more involvement from our members.  

This edition of Tree Matters has some really 
well-written and insightful articles that 
highlight some of the issues addressed 
above. If after reading them, you are 
inspired to help out and give back, I would 
really like to hear from you. 

By Will Melville 
President NZ Arb

President's 
branch
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correspondence to: 
editor@nzarb.org.nz

Happy Autumn. This has always been my 
favourite season of the year, although now 
I find it beginning in April! In the northern 
hemisphere where I come from, the buds 
are breaking, and tiny leaves begin to 
emerge while our southern trees are 
preparing for dormancy and restoration. 
Thanks to the many tree introductions 
from afar, I am selfishly pleased that there 
are some leaf colour-changes in store, 
which result in bare winter branches that 
allow for a bit of sunlight too. Not to worry, 
trees that hold onto their leaves won’t 
miss out on the benefits of the shorter 
season even when they continue with their 
photosynthesising.

 While the trees are preparing for 
rest or renewal in autumn, what are we 
preparing for? It may be a good time for 
a bit of reflection and an opportunity 
to engage in learning something new. 
We have some excellent writings in this 
publication that feature current and 
key topics for further examination.  In 
arboriculture can we ever know enough 
about trees? Hopefully an article or two 

within these pages will provide you with 
a new bit of understanding, or stimulate 
curiosity for more study? 

Tree risk, tree health and tree safety 
are again at the forefront of matters, but 
what about tree benefits? An Arborist 
News reprint on tree assessment provides 
a good starting point for introducing 
a risk assessment framework. If you 
like the article, you may find additional 
educational articles on the ISA website 
available at no cost. Further depth in tree 
assessment can also be found in Frank 
Rinn’s sonic tomography article and David 
Evan’s summary of the VALID method 
workshops. 

A few fantastic writers in our 
community have made contributions to 
this issue with articles regarding a gear 
mishap, public perception of risk, the 
benefits of tree shade at playgrounds, 
Auckland’s Quay Street re-development, 
results of the recent Wellington Tree 
Climbing Competition and Rural Games, 
and much more. 

In addition, you will find a summary 

of our most recent member survey and 
an article on the topic of Arboriculture 
Standards. As members of the NZ 
Arb Association, whose purpose is to 
serve the New Zealand arboriculture 
community, we encourage participation 
and feedback on topics that are relevant 
to industry advancement and professional 
development, so please don’t hesitate to 
contribute.

As the new Tree Matters editor, I would 
like to express my sincere gratitude to the 
entire team involved in the preparation 
of this publication. It has been a steep 
learning curve getting here, and I have had 
a mountain of support.

I invite feedback, any and all.  I want 
this publication to be educational, 
enjoyable, relevant and professional. I 
hope it meets your expectations and do 
welcome comment.  Also, if you have an 
interest in writing, I am eager to hear from 
you and have many topics in mind worth 
investigating if you need inspiration. There 
is limitless ground, and canopy, that we 
can cover together.

By Erika Commers 
Editor

Editor's Leaf
Letting the light filter 
through
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What inspired you to pursue a career in 
arboriculture?
I was studying civil engineering at 
university and in my holidays took a job 
through student job search, labouring for 
Kevin Squire at Harbour City Tree Care.
I was about to return to Uni when he 
off ered me an apprenticeship. Trees were 
not something I was passionate about 
before joining the industry but now I take 
more photos of trees than I do of my family 
(really annoys my wife).

What is the best part of your current job?
The people. The friends you make and 
the people you meet working in Arb are 
without a doubt the highlight for me. 
Though I do have to thank my employer 
Kerei Thompson at Bark for giving me the 
time to carry out work for NZ Arb on the 
executive committ ee -- this is prett y cool.

What is the best job you have had in 
arboriculture?  
The thing I love the most about Arb is the 
big jobs. The problem-solving, the danger, 

the right tools for the job and a good team 
you trust with your life to carry it out.
So any time I had those things…

What motivated you to volunteer
for NZ Arb?   
Looking around me in a big yard and 
seeing people doing the hard mahi on low 
wages supporting families. We need to 
pay arborists more and that starts with 
educating the public about the value of 
trees and the importance of using qualifi ed 
arborists to do that work. This will fl ow 
down to bett er rates for companies and 
bett er wages for staff .

What do you think is one of the biggest 
challenges facing arboriculture in
New Zealand?
The public’s perception of trees and
the lack of value they give them.

If you were a tree what tree would
you  be and why? 
Swamp Cypress (Taxodium distichum) 
because it’s a favourite (one of the fi ve 
deciduous conifers).

What inspired you to pursue a career
in arboriculture?
I just lucked into it. Hated my old offi  ce job 
and then bumped into a friend at a party 
who had just started his training. I thought 
to myself “that sounds like fun” and here I 
am 17 years later.

What is the best part of your current job?
Helping people understand the benefi ts 
of trees, so they give them more 
consideration when working on other 
projects e.g. gett ing the infrastructure 
engineer to include trees in a road upgrade 
as they slow traffi  c, absorb pollution and 
att enuate storm water.

What is the best job you have had 
in arboriculture?  
The one I have now as a consultant. I get 
to take all the experience, training and 
knowledge I’ve built up over the years and 
pass it on.

What motivated you to volunteer 
for NZ Arb?   
I wanted to help expand the public’s 
understanding of trees and our national 
organisation is the best way to do that.

What do you think is one of the biggest 
challenges facing arboriculture in New 
Zealand?
The biggest challenge facing our industry 
is the public lack of value for trees. The 
more people understand how important 
trees are, the more they will want to plant 
them, keep them and spend money on 
them. All our other issues can be resolved 
when people value trees, as then they will 
value the people who are tree experts (us).

If you were a tree what tree would you
be and why? 
That changes all the time. This week it’s 
Sequoiadendron giganteum as I’m in 
Queenstown and there are some amazing 
redwoods here. Last week I was in 
Wellington and the rata were in full bloom, 
looking fantastic. Who knows next week?

Meet Your Representative
Five minutes with...Cameron Mitchell
Arboricultural Manager at Bark and NZ Arb Executive Treasurer

Five minutes with...David Spencer
Principal Consultant Arborist at Arborlab, Executive Committ ee member 
and Marketing Committ ee Chair 

Cameron Mitchell with daughter Laura



Since its first description in the basic pat-
ent (Rinn 1999), sonic tomography has 

been increasingly applied in the safety-re-
lated inspection of mature urban trees. The 
advantages of this method become obvious, 
especially when arborists or tree-risk asses-
sors have to explain their decisions about 
tree safety to laymen (home/tree owners, 
lawyers, judges, insurances, municipalities, 
politicians): a coloured tomogram picture 
showing the cross-section of the inspected 
trunk says more than many words and 
is mostly well appreciated as a clear and 
reliable result of the application of a scien-
tifically grounded method (Fig 1). Following 
conference presentations and publications 
of allegedly competent experts, most 
arborists and tree-risk assessors believe 
that the tomogram reveals wood condition 
– but this is mostly wrong and often leads to 
frustration.

The feedback I am receiving at 
tree-care conferences and workshops is 
thus often challenging. A lot of arborists 
have become frustrated with the sonic 
tomography method when they realise 
that the cross-section of a felled tree does 
not match  the tomogram (the tomogram 
had led to the decision to fell due to 
defects identified in the results of the 
electronic sounding). When, in addition, 
the tree-owner is present, this can be 
quite an embarrassing situation, the 
more so for the expert having done and 
interpreted the tomography.

The reason for this frustration is 
simple: misinformation and marketing. 
Meanwhile, more than five different 
kinds of sonic tomography systems from 
at least three manufacturers are used 
on the market. And these devices differ 
strongly in many ways. Unfortunately, 
in conference presentations and 
publications, even allegedly competent 
professors have claimed that the 
sonic tomograph device they present 
reveals wood condition. But, this is 
commonly not the case. Due to the basic 
physical principles of the method, sonic 
tomography, by using electronic sensor 
chains as applied to trees since 1999, 
cannot reveal the wood condition if 
there are defects in the cross-section. 
When, for example, ring-checks are 
present (Fig. 2), the sonic tomogram 
may look significantly worse than real 
wood condition as evaluated visually 
on the cross-section or by resistance 
drilling (Rinn 2015). In other cases, we 

find the opposite (Fig. 3): a tomogram 
may look much better than expected, 
based on a visual evaluation of the cross-
section (according to the often-obvious 
discoloration).

But, as long as the sensors 
were placed appropriately and the 
measurement was carried out correctly 
with an intact device, the mismatch 
between the tomogram and the real cross-
section is not the fault of the sonic device 
but either a consequence of inappropriate 
software settings for the inspected 
wood species or a misinterpretation 
of the tomography result (as a 
consequence of misunderstanding and/or 
misinformation).

Most people think that the mismatch 
between the tomogram and real wood is 
frustrating and limits the applicability of 
the method, but the opposite is the case. 
Knowing the internal wood condition 
is good for many purposes in forestry. 
In terms of safety, however, the load-
carrying capacity is far more a because 
it determines the likelihood of failure. 
Consequently, the application of the 
sonic tomography device shown here is 
valuable and highly relevant for tree-
risk assessments: the major result of the 
application is not the coloured picture but 
a value representing the relative loss in 
load-carrying capacity due to defects (as 
compared to fully intact wood).

The fact that sonic tomography 
cannot reveal the wood condition in 
defective cross-sections may sound 
counter-intuitive and bad, but the 
opposite is the case. The reason for that is 
described below.

Measurement principle
The sonic sensors are usually placed on 
the major buttresses at the stem base 
in order to represent the cross-sectional 
shape and size (because shape and size 
determine load-carrying capacity; Rinn 
2011). When a sensor is tapped by an 
ordinary hammer, this electronically 
switches on the timer in all sensors. 
As soon as the vibration (= “sound” or 
“stress” wave) caused by the tapping 
arrives at a receiving sensor, this sensor 
stops its internal timer. This way, the 
“time of flight” of (only!) the fastest sound 
(=stress) waves between the sending and 
the receiving sensor are measured.

However, only if the wood between 
the sending sensor and the receiving 

Tree of Knowledge

Correspondence to 
frank.rinn@rinntech.com 

By Frank Rinn, Physicist and court-registered tree expert, 
Heidelberg, Germany
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Figures 

1	

Real	 cross-sec,on	 of	 a	 horse	 chestnut	 stem	

(Aesculus	 hippocastanum)	 that	 was	 inspected	

with	12	sonic	 tomography	sensors.	The	colour	of	

the	 lines	 between	 the	 sensors’	 posi,ons	

represents	 the	 virtual	 speed	 of	 the	 sound	
(=stress)	 wave:	 green	means,	 the	wave	 travelled	

nearly	straight,	 leading	to	a	high	sonic	speed	and	

indica,ng	 intact	 wood	 between	 the	 sensors.	

Yellow	means	that	the	waves	had	to	take	a	small	

detour,	 red	 stands	 for	 a	 bigger	 detour,	

represen,ng	a	bigger	defect.	

Based	 on	 the	 coloured	 lines,	 the	 tomography	

soGware	creates	a	two-dimensional	picture	of	the	

inspected	 cross-sec,on,	 oGen	 called	 ‘tomogram’.	

Although	 it	 seems	 obvious	 that	 the	 tomogram	

colours	 correspond	 to	 the	 local	 wood	 condi,on,	

this	 is	 generally	 not	 the	 case.	 The	 sonic	

tomograph	does	not	know	what	is	going	on	in	the	

red	area	(because	no	measured	values	come	from	

this	 area,	 consequently	 no	 informa,on	 is	 given).	

Thus,	 there	 is	 no	 resolu,on	 that	 can	 be	 defined	

for	any	defec,ve	area	and	thus	 it	does	not	make	

any	 sense	 to	 correlate	 tomogram	 colours	 with	

local	wood	density	or	any	other	material	property.	
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Figure 1
Real cross-section of a horse chestnut stem (Aes-
culus hippocastanum) that was inspected with 
12 sonic tomography sensors. The colour of the 
lines between the sensors’ positions represents the 
virtual speed of the sound (=stress) wave: green 
means, the wave travelled nearly straight, leading 
to a high sonic speed and indicating intact wood 
between the sensors. Yellow means that the waves 
had to take a small detour, red stands for a bigger 
detour, representing a bigger defect.
Based on the coloured lines, the tomography 
software creates a two-dimensional picture of the 
inspected cross-section, often called ‘tomogram’. 
Although it seems obvious that the tomogram 
colours correspond to the local wood condition, 
this is generally not the case. The sonic tomo-
graph does not know what is going on in the red 
area (because no measured values come from this 
area, consequently no information is given). Thus, 
there is no resolution that can be defined for any 
defective area and thus it does not make any 
sense to correlate tomogram colours with local 
wood density or any other material property.

Sonic tomography cannot reveal 
wood condition



sensor is fully intact will the fastest 
stress waves travel close to the straight 
line between the two sensors. Then, and 
only then, will the division of the direct 
distance between the two sensors by the 
measured time of flight deliver a correct 
value of the average sonic speed of the 
wave for that distance. As soon as there 
is a defect somewhere on this straight 
path (between the tapping point and the 
receiving sensor), the fastest (and thus 
measured) sound waves take detours. 
The bigger the defect, the longer the 
detour and the higher the measured 
value (=”time of flight”). When the direct 
distance between the sensors is divided 
by this time of flight, the resulting speed 
is virtual because the real travel path is 
commonly not known. Although being 
virtual, the speed values mean a lot and 
can be used for determining the most 
important result of the application: the 
relative loss in load-carrying capacity 
of the cross-section as compared to the 
situation where the wood is fully intact.

Purpose of the application
According to the ISA tree risk assessment 
qualification (TRAQ) concept, the risk  
for a tree depends on the likelihood of 
failure (and impact) and the value of 

the potential target. The likelihood of 
failure for stem breakage, for example, 
is determined mainly by the (remaining) 
load-carrying capacity of the cross-
section divided by the load (mainly due 
to wind). And thus, tree-risk inspection 
has to thrive to determine these values. 
Consequently, sonic tomography can help 
a lot.

As can be seen in Figures 1 to 3, the 
sonic tomograph device presented here 
reveals the mechanically intact and 
interconnected, thus the load-carrying, 
parts of the cross-sections in green. 
Any part of the cross-section that is not 
mechanically connected to the area of 
the cross-section where the sensors are 
placed, cannot transmit the sonic (=stress) 
waves (as induced by tapping) from the 
sending to the receiving sensors. And thus, 
these “loose” parts do not appear green in 
the tomogram. This enables the software 
to determine the loss in load-carrying 
capacity compared to the fully intact 
(=green) cross-section: because, when a 
part of the cross-section is not able to 
transmit sonic waves (=stress-waves) 
due to a missing mechanical connection, 
in the same way, this part is not able 
to carry bending loads; to do so, the 
corresponding stresses have to be spread 

within the cross-section. That means, only 
those parts of the cross-section that are 
mechanically interconnected contribute 
to the total load-carrying capacity of the 
cross-section. A loose bundle of strings 
consequently does not carry significant 
bending loads. But, when you twist the 
strings tightly, they suddenly can carry 
loads because they are mechanically 
interconnected within the cross-section 
and thus they can distribute mechanical 
stresses.

That means, the main principle of the 
sonic tomography measurement basically 
simulates processes happening under the 
mechanical (wind-) loading of the tree. 
And because of this, the sonic tomogram 
can distinguish between load-carrying 
parts (=green) and others within a cross-
section. In consequence, the software is 
able to determine the relative loss in load-
carrying capacity (compared to the fully 
intact situation).

Based on calculations of L. Wessolly, 
Lesnino showed (2009) that the relative 
loss in load-carrying capacity as 
determined by sonic tomography is 
equivalent to the results of a pull test. 
The advantage of the sonic tomography 
approach is that the relative loss in load-
carrying capacity is determined at the 
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Figures 

1	

Real	 cross-sec,on	 of	 a	 horse	 chestnut	 stem	

(Aesculus	 hippocastanum)	 that	 was	 inspected	

with	12	sonic	 tomography	sensors.	The	colour	of	

the	 lines	 between	 the	 sensors’	 posi,ons	

represents	 the	 virtual	 speed	 of	 the	 sound	
(=stress)	 wave:	 green	means,	 the	wave	 travelled	

nearly	straight,	 leading	to	a	high	sonic	speed	and	

indica,ng	 intact	 wood	 between	 the	 sensors.	

Yellow	means	that	the	waves	had	to	take	a	small	

detour,	 red	 stands	 for	 a	 bigger	 detour,	

represen,ng	a	bigger	defect.	

Based	 on	 the	 coloured	 lines,	 the	 tomography	

soGware	creates	a	two-dimensional	picture	of	the	

inspected	 cross-sec,on,	 oGen	 called	 ‘tomogram’.	

Although	 it	 seems	 obvious	 that	 the	 tomogram	

colours	 correspond	 to	 the	 local	 wood	 condi,on,	

this	 is	 generally	 not	 the	 case.	 The	 sonic	

tomograph	does	not	know	what	is	going	on	in	the	

red	area	(because	no	measured	values	come	from	

this	 area,	 consequently	 no	 informa,on	 is	 given).	

Thus,	 there	 is	 no	 resolu,on	 that	 can	 be	 defined	

for	any	defec,ve	area	and	thus	 it	does	not	make	

any	 sense	 to	 correlate	 tomogram	 colours	 with	

local	wood	density	or	any	other	material	property.	
L

 

L

2	

This	stem	disk	of	sweet	chestnut	(Castanea	sa1va)	has	a	central	ring	check,	where	a	fungus	destroyed	

the	earlywood	layer	of	one	concentric	tree-ring.	In	consequence,	the	centre	part,	although	intact,	 	is	

mechanically	 disconnected	 from	 the	 outer	 area	 of	 the	 cross-sec,on	 and	 thus	 displayed	 in	 red.	

Although	 less	 than	one	percent	of	 the	 cross-sec,onal	 area	 is	defec,ve	 in	 terms	of	wood	 condi,on,	

nearly	30	percent	of	the	area	is	marked	red	–	indica,ng	that	this	part	does	not	support	the	tree	when	

loaded	 by	 wind.	 This	 informa,on	 is	 more	 important	 than	 the	 wood	 condi,on,	 and	 is	 why	 such	 a	

tomogram	can	allow	 inspectors	 to	determine	the	rela,ve	 loss	of	 load-carrying	capacity	 in	 the	cross-
sec,on	due	to	the	defects.

3		

Stem	disk	of	a	spruce	(Picea	abies)	where	the	tomography	result	looks	beRer	than	the	cross-sec,on	–	

because	 there	 are	 intact	 ribs	 within	 the	 defec,ve	 part,	 s,ll	 carrying	 load.	 Every	 part	 of	 the	 cross-

sec,on	that	is	able	to	transmit	sonic	waves	is	able	to	distribute	mechanical	stresses	(by	wind-loading)	

because	 the	mechanical	 process	of	 sound	 transmission	and	 stress-distribu,on	are	 the	 same.	 This	 is	

why	the	main	aspect	that	sonic	tomography	can	reveal	is	the	load-carrying	part	of	the	cross-sec,on.	

For	 this	 reason,	 the	 method	 can	 determine	 the	 rela,ve	 loss	 in	 load-carrying	 capacity	 due	 to	 the	

defects.

L

4	

Due	to	the	off-center	defect	in	a	rela,vely	simple	non-circular	cross-sec,on,	this	spruce	(Picea	abies)	

cross-sec,on	lost	between	approx.	25%	and	45%	of	its	load	carrying	capacity,	depending	on	the	(wind)	

loading	 direc,on.	 With	 local	 shell	 wall	 measurements	 or	 a	 single	 pull-test,	 this	 result	 cannot	 be	

achieved.	On	the	other	hand,	tomography	cannot	tell	anything	about	compartmentaliza,on	of	defects	

and	 compensatory	 increment	 growth	 as	 shown	 by	 electronically	 regulated	 and	 density-calibratable	

resistance	drilling	(Rinn	2016).

L

5	

ARBOTOMT®	 line	 graph	 superimposed	 to	 the	

measured	 cross-sec,on	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 3.	

Surprisingly,	there	are	green	lines	(indica,ng	a	

strong	mechanical	 connec,on)	 going	 through	

the	 defec,ve	 area	 as	 represented	 by	 the	

obvious	 discolora,on.	 That	 means	 there	 has	

to	be	at	least	some	intact	wood	that	is	able	to	

transmit	the	sound	waves	(=mechanical	stress)	

through	the	defec,ve	area.	
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Figure 2
This stem disk of sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa) has a central ring check, where a fungus de-
stroyed the earlywood layer of one concentric tree-ring. In consequence, the centre part, although 
intact,  is mechanically disconnected from the outer area of the cross-section and thus displayed 
in red. Although less than one percent of the cross-sectional area is defective in terms of wood 
condition, nearly 30 percent of the area is marked red – indicating that this part does not support 
the tree when loaded by wind. This information is more important than the wood condition, and is 
why such a tomogram can allow inspectors to determine the relative loss of load-carrying capacity 
in the cross-section due to the defects.

Figure 3 
Stem disk of a spruce (Picea abies) where the tomography result looks better than the cross-sec-
tion – because there are intact ribs within the defective part, still carrying load. Every part of the 
cross-section that is able to transmit sonic waves is able to distribute mechanical stresses (by 
wind-loading) because the mechanical process of sound transmission and stress-distribution are 
the same. This is why the main aspect that sonic tomography can reveal is the load-carrying part 
of the cross-section. For this reason, the method can determine the relative loss in load-carrying 
capacity due to the defects.

Figure 4
Due to the off-center defect in a relatively 
simple non-circular cross-section, this 
spruce (Picea abies) cross-section lost 
between approx. 25% and 45% of its load 
carrying capacity, depending on the (wind) 
loading direction. With local shell wall 
measurements or a single pull-test, this 
result cannot be achieved. On the other 
hand, tomography cannot tell anything 
about compartmentalization of defects and 
compensatory increment growth as shown 
by electronically regulated and density-cali-
bratable resistance drilling (Rinn 2016).
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same time for all loading directions while 
the pull test delivers this information only 
for the direction of pulling. Consequently, 
without having pulled in several 
directions, the inspectors cannot evaluate 
what the most dangerous direction is. 
This becomes a challenge when assessing 
the properties of the trees that typically 
have to be inspected in terms of safety: 
the cross-sections are usually not circular 
and the defects not concentrically located 
(Fig 4). In consequence, pull tests for a 
breaking safety analysis would have to 
be executed in several directions in order 
not to miss the most dangerous loading 
direction.

This means: although for most people 
the coloured tomogram seems to be the 
main result of the tomography, the far 
more important part of the result is the 
relative loss in load-carrying capacity. 
Consequently, sonic tomography delivers 
a crucial aspect of tree-risk assessment 
(relative loss in load-carrying capacity) – 
but, because the coloured tomogram often 
does not fit the visual impression of the 
real cross-section, this has to be explained 
(sometimes even at the tree).

The application of a pressure-cleaner 
often helps to explain all this.

Application example
After a spruce tree was cut down due to 
internal decay and examined, it became 
obvious that the sonic tomogram did 
not match the visual evaluation of the 
internal wood condition (Fig. 3). The size 
of the defect in the tomogram picture was 
significantly smaller than expected from 
the visual impression. Superimposing 
the tomography line graph over the 
picture of the cross-section shows that 
there are sonic waves that travelled fast 
through the defect area (Fig. 5). Where 

the measured sound waves travelled 
can be explained easily after applying a 
pressure-water cleaner on the surface 
of the stem disk (Fig. 6): a close look 
at the stem disk after this treatment 
described here shows that there are still 
intact ribs with high strength within the 
defect area (Fig. 7). Obviously, these ribs 
are able to transmit the sonic (=stress) 
wave as quickly as normal wood, leading 
to a tomograph picture (“tomogram”) 
that looks much better than expected 
(according to the visual impression). 

Summary and conclusions
Sonic tomography, in principle and 
fortunately, cannot reveal local wood 
condition of defective cross-sections. 
Thus there may be an obvious mismatch 
between the visual impression of the stem 
disk and the sonic tomogram, compared 
after a tree is cut down. The tomogram 
picture can look better or worse than the 
visual evaluation of the cross-section 
suggests. This may sound frustrating at 
first. But, by understanding the principles 
of the sonic tomography method and 
applying them to risk-assessment, it 
becomes clear that this mismatch is 
very fortunate: the most important part 
of the result of a tomography is not the 
coloured picture but (as with pull-tests) 
the relative loss of the load-carrying 
capacity of the cross-section - because 
this value is required in order to estimate 
the probability of failure (and resulting 
tree-risk).

Thus, when tree-owners or arborists 
wonder why the result of a tomography 
does not match the visual impression of 
the corresponding stem disk, be certain 
about the aspects described here. In 
the past years, it has been shown to be 
critical and important to understand 

these aspects and to be able to explain 
them to arborists and laymen.

Arborists, tree-risk assessors, and 
especially municipal administrations 
are more and more under scrutiny by 
the public (and by green initiatives). This 
often requires the ability to explain (and 
to defend) decisions about trees that may 
not be well appreciated. In these cases, 
the application of a high-pressure cleaner 
can help with visualising and explaining 
the critical aspects of cross-sectional 
load-carrying capacity as shown by sonic 
tomography (as the base for a decision 
about the tree).
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ARBOTOMT®	 line	 graph	 superimposed	 to	 the	

measured	 cross-sec,on	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 3.	

Surprisingly,	there	are	green	lines	(indica,ng	a	

strong	mechanical	 connec,on)	 going	 through	

the	 defec,ve	 area	 as	 represented	 by	 the	

obvious	 discolora,on.	 That	 means	 there	 has	

to	be	at	least	some	intact	wood	that	is	able	to	

transmit	the	sound	waves	(=mechanical	stress)	

through	the	defec,ve	area.	
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Applying	 a	 pressure-water	 cleaner	 to	 the	

surface	 of	 the	 stem	 disk	 takes	 out	 all	 weak	

(roRen)	 parts	 and	 visualizes	 the	 local	 intensity	

of	the	decomposi,on.	Although	the	discoloured	

central	area	looked	completely	decayed,	here	it	

becomes	 obvious,	 that	 the	 decomposi,on	 did	

not	occur	in	a	homogenous	way.	There	are	ribs	

of	intact	wood	within	the	defec,ve	area. 
L
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A	 close	 look	 on	 the	 surface	 aGer	 pressure-

water	 treatment	 (top)	 shows	 that	 there	 are	

several	 irregular	 ribs	 in	 the	 area	of	 the	defect	

that	 have	obviously	 not	 being	 eroded.	On	 the	

boRom	 picture,	 these	 strong	 ribs	 are	 marked	

with	 a	 purple	 color,	 showing	 where	 the	 sonic	

waves	 (and	 thus	 mechanical	 stresses)	 are	

transmiRed	quickly	through	the	defec,ve	area	
because	 these	 ribs	 were	 not	 yet	 decomposed	

by	the	fungal	decay.	And	this	explains	why	the	

sonic	 tomogram	does	 not	match	 to	 the	 visual	

impression	of	wood	condi,on.	
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Figure 7
A close look on the surface after pressure-wa-
ter treatment (top) shows that there are 
several irregular ribs in the area of the defect 
that have obviously not being eroded. On the 
bott om picture, these strong ribs are marked 
with a purple color, showing where the sonic 
waves (and thus mechanical stresses) are 
transmitt ed quickly through the defective area 
because these ribs were not yet decomposed 
by the fungal decay. And this explains why the 
sonic tomogram does not match to the visual 
impression of wood condition.

Figure 5
ARBOTOMT® line graph superimposed on
the measured cross-section shown in Fig. 3. 
Surprisingly, there are green lines (indicat-
ing a strong mechanical connection) going 
through the defective area as represented by 
the obvious discoloration. That means there 
has to be at least some intact wood that is 
able to transmit the sound waves (=mechani-
cal stress) through the defective area.

Figure 6
Applying a pressure-water cleaner to the 
surface of the stem disk takes out all weak 
(rott en) parts and visualizes the local 
intensity of the decomposition. Although the 
discoloured central area looked completely 
decayed, here it becomes obvious, that the de-
composition did not occur in a homogenous 
way. There are ribs of intact wood within the 
defective area.





The following ISA article 
is the third in an extensive 
series of CEU items on tree 
risk assessment.

Figure 01
For all levels of assessment, if the tree risk asses-
sor determines that a higher level of assessment 
or different type of assessment is needed, then 
that recommendation should be made to the 
client.

Defining the scope of work
Prior to beginning a tree risk assessment, 
the scope of work should be defined. The 
tree risk assessor and client must agree 
on the goals, limitations, and budget of 
the tree risk assessment. Any property 
boundaries that restrict access to the 
tree(s) should be identified. The local 
government or authority’s requirements 
for inspection, reporting, and permitting 
should be considered. If a written report is 
to be presented to someone other than the 
person who contracts with the tree risk 
assessor, that person or agency should be 
identified.

The Scope of Work should include 
specifications for the following:

1. Identifying the tree(s) or area to be 
assessed. This may be the location of a 
tree (e.g., “the large oak tree in the front 
yard [garden]”) or it may include selection 
criteria (e.g, “all trees greater than 12 

inches (30 cm) diameter on Main Street”) 
When assessing trees for a municipality 
or large property it may be important to 
have maps with definitive boundaries and 
a clear definition of how boundary trees 
will be treated.

2. The level and details of the assessment. 
One or more of the three levels of 
assessment (defined in this article) should 
be specified, as well as details that are to 
be included within the level. If the lowest 
level of inspection (“Limited Visual”) is 
selected, the assessor should describe 
how the inspection is to be done and 
what information is to be recorded. For 
example, “The inspection procedure is a 
‘walk-by’ from the sidewalk [footpath], 
looking for any obvious, above-ground 
defects.”

Details of conditions to be assessed 
may also be included in the Scope of Work. 
For example, trees often have many small 
dead branches, but the tree risk assessor 
is only concerned about larger branches 
that can result in serious consequences 
if they fail. Specifications for assessment 
may state that only branches greater 
than two inches (5 cm) in diameter be 
noted. The same detail can be specified for 
the minimum degree of lean, live crown 
ratio, degree of taper, or other conditions 
of concern.

For all levels of assessment, if the 
tree risk assessor determines that a 
higher level of assessment or different 
type of assessment is needed, then that 
recommendation should be made to the 
client. 

3. The method of reporting. The manner 
of reporting and any additional 
documentation should be defined. The 
preferred method is a written report. 
However, in some instances, the report 
may be verbal with a recommendation 
for mitigation, or a work order for the 
mitigation. In general, verbal reports 
are not recommended because of the 
potential for misinterpretation in the 
chain of communication.

4. Timetable for inspection and reporting. 
The time of the inspection and due date 
for the report should be specified.
5. Risk rating and mitigation. Risk 
assessments typically include a rating 
of the current tree risk, options and/or 
recommendations for mitigating risk, 
evaluation of the residual risk after 

mitigation, and recommended inspection 
interval, if applicable.
If a situation is encountered where 
tree failure is imminent and a high-
value target is present and likely to be 
impacted, then the situation should be 
reported to the client as soon as possible. 
In addition, immediate action may be 
required to restrict access to target zone.

Levels of tree risk assessment
Tree risk assessments can be conducted at 
different levels and may employ various 
methods and tools. The level selected 
should be specified in the Scope of Work 
established between the risk assessor 
and the client prior to conducting an 
assessment. The level(s) should be 
appropriate for the assignment. Three 
levels of tree risk assessment are defined 
and described here:
Level 1: Limited Visual
Level 2: Basic
Level 3: Advanced

If conditions cannot be adequately 
assessed at the specified level, the 
assessor may recommend a higher level 
or different assessment. However, the 
assessor is not required to provide the 
higher level if it is not within the scope 
of the original assignment, without 
additional compensation, or without 
modifications to the agreement or 
contract. In addition to specifying the 
level of inspection, tree risk assessors 
should also describe pertinent details 
regarding the method. For example, 
a Level 1 assessment can be done by 
walking by, driving past, or flying above 
the trees. The method used will greatly 
influence the cost and reliability of the 
results.

Level 1: Limited visual assessment
The Level 1 assessment is a visual 
assessment from a specified perspective 
of an individual tree or a population of 
trees near specified targets to identify 
obvious defects or specified conditions. 
A limited visual assessment typically 
focuses on identifying trees with an 
imminent and/or probable likelihood of 
failure. Level 1 assessments do not always 
meet the criteria for a “Risk Assessment” 
if they do not include analysis and 
evaluation of individual trees.

Tree of Knowledge
Tree risk assessment: 
different types and levels of assessment
By E. Thomas Smiley, Nelda Matheny, and Sharon Lilly
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LEVEL 1 – LIMITED VISUAL 
ASSESSMENT PROCESS

The process of limited visual 
assessment should include:
Identifying the location and/or 
selection criteria of trees to be 
assessed.
Determining the most efficient route 
and document the route taken.
Assessing the tree(s) of concern from 
the defined perspective (e.g., walk-by, 
drive-by).
Recording the location of trees 
that meet the defined criteria (e.g., 
significant defects or other conditions 
of concern).
Evaluating the risk (a risk rating is 
optional)
Identifying trees needing a higher 
level of assessment and/or prompt 
action.
Submitting recommendations 
or report.

Limited visual assessments are the fastest 
but least thorough means of assessment 
and are intended primarily for large 
populations of trees. The assessment 
is often done on a specified schedule, 
and/or immediately after storms to 
rapidly assess a tree population. Tree 
inventories are usually considered Level 
1 assessments unless a risk assessment is 
specifically included in the inventory. The 
assessor performs a visual assessment 
by looking for obvious defects, such as 
dead trees, large cavity openings, large 
dead or broken branches, fungal fruiting 
structures, large cracks, and severe leans. 
The client may specify inspection for 
certain conditions of concern, such as 
lethal pests or symptoms associated with 
root decay.

The Scope of work should specify the 
perspective or type of inspection. The 
type of inspection may include one of the 
following:

Walk-by is a limited visual inspection of 
one or more sides of the tree performed 
as the inspector walks past a tree. 
The inspector may need to stay on the 
sidewalk [footpath], on public property, 

or within a right-of-way. The scope of 
work may, in some cases, specify that the 
assessor to walk around certain trees to 
gain a more complete perspective.

Drive-by (synonym “windshield” [car 
windscreen]) is a limited visual inspection 
of one side of the tree performed from a 
slow-moving vehicle. The scope of work 
may also specify that the inspector walk 
around certain trees or record images 
to verify or document observations. This 
type of inspection is often performed 
by municipalities, utilities, or other 
agencies or landowners who have large 
populations of trees to inspect with a 
limited budget.

Aerial patrol inspections are made from 
an aircraft overflying utility [power 
company etc] rights-of-way or other large 
areas. This type of inspection is conducted 
by some electric utility companies or 
their contractors to identify threats to the 
electric transmission system. Sometimes 
a more detailed, ground-based inspection 
may be specified to confirm observations. 
Images may be recorded to document 
observations. When a tree of concern is 
identified, certain specified information 
about that tree is recorded. At a minimum 
this information should include the tree 
location and recommended remedial 
action. In addition, the documentation 
may include the species name, tree size, 
defect or condition identified, and a work 
priority. A higher level of inspection may 
also be recommended when needed, if that 
option is included in the Scope of Work.

A constraint of limited visual 
inspections is that some conditions may 

not be visible from a one-sided inspection 
of a tree, nor are all conditions visible on 
a year-round basis. Also, a Level 1 risk 
assessment may not be adequate to make 
a risk mitigation recommendation. The 
assessor may use the Level 1 inspection 
to determine which trees require further 
inspection at the basic or advanced levels 
after which an appropriate mitigation can 
be recommended.

Level 2: Basic assessment
 A Level 2 or basic assessment is a 
detailed visual inspection of a tree and 
surrounding site, and a synthesis of the 
information collected. It requires that a 
tree risk assessor walk completely around 
the tree—looking at the site, buttress 
roots, trunk, and branches. A basic 
assessment may include the use of simple 
tools to gain additional information about 
the tree or defects. Basic is the standard 
assessment that is performed by arborists 
in response to a client’s request for tree 
risk assessment.

Simple tools may be used for 
measuring the tree and acquiring more 
information about the tree or defects. 
However, the use of these tools is not 
mandatory unless specified in the Scope 
of Work. Measuring tools may include 
a diameter tape, clinometers, or tape 
measure. Other inspection tools include 
binoculars, magnifying glass, mallet, 
trowel, shovel, or a probe:

Binoculars. Binoculars may be used to 
inspect the upper portions of a tree’s 
crown to look for cavities, nesting holes, 
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Figure 03
A flowchart of limited visual assessment procedures.

Figure 02
The drive-by is a limited visual inspection of 
one side of the tree performed from a slow- 
moving vehicle.
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Figure 06
Flowchart of basic assessment procedures.

cracks, weak unions, and other conditions 
and tree responses.

Magnifying glass. A magnifying glass 
(hand lens) may be used to help identify 
fungal fruiting bodies or pests that may 
affect the overall health of the tree. 

Mallet. The trunk may be sounded with 
a non-damaging instrument, such as 
a broad-headed mallet made of wood, 
rubber, leather, or resin. The tree risk 
assessor strikes the tree trunk in multiple 
places and listens for tone variations that 
may indicate hollows or dead bark.

Probe. A probe is a small-diameter, 
stiff rod, stick, or wire that is inserted 
into a cavity to estimate its size and 
extent. Because there may be sections of 
nonfunctional wood adjacent to a cavity, 
this type of measurement should be 
considered only an approximation of the 
extent of decay.

Trowel/Shovel. A trowel or shovel can 
be used to conduct minor excavations 
to expose roots or the root collar. Care 
should be taken to not damage roots 
during the excavation process. More 
extensive root collar excavations are 
considered an advanced assessment.

The primary limitation of a basic 
assessment is that it includes only 
conditions that are detected from a 
ground-based inspection; internal, below-
ground, and upper-crown factors may be 
impossible to see or difficult to assess and 
may remain largely undetected.

Figure 04
The trunk may be sounded with a non-damaging 
instrument, such as a broad-headed mallet, so as 
to indicate hollows or dead bark.

Figure 05
Probing may provide the risk assessor with an 
approximation of the extent of decay.

LEVEL 2 – BASIC ASSESSMENT 
PROCESS

1. Locating and identifying the tree 
or trees to be assessed.

2. Determining the targets and 
target zone for the tree or 
branches of concern. 

3. Reviewing the site history and 
conditions, and species failure 
profile.

4. Assessing potential load on the 
tree and its parts.

5. Assessing general tree health.
6. Inspecting the tree visually and 

using binoculars, mallet, probes, 
or shovels, as desired by the 
arborist or as specified in the 
Scope of Work.

7. Record observations of site 
condition, defects, and outward 
signs of possible internal defects, 
response growth.

8. If necessary, recommending an 
advanced assessment.

9. Analysing data to determine the 
likelihood and consequences of 
failure in order to evaluate the 
degree of risk.

10. Develop mitigation options and 
estimate residual risk for each 
option.

Develop and submit the report/
documentation, including, when 
appropriate, advice on re-inspection 
intervals.

Level 3: Advanced assessment
Advanced assessments are performed 
to provide detailed information about 
specific tree parts, defects, targets, or site 
conditions. They are usually conducted 
in conjunction with, or after, a basic 
assessment if the tree risk assessor 
needs additional information and the 
client approves the additional service. 
Specialised equipment, data collection 
and analysis, and/or expertise are usually 
required for advanced assessments. These 
assessments are therefore generally more 
time-intensive and more expensive.

Procedures and methodologies should 
be selected and applied as appropriate, 
with consideration for what is reasonable 
and proportionate to the specific 
conditions and situations. The risk 
manager/property owner should consider 
the value of the tree to the owner and 
community, the possible consequences 
of failure, and the time and expense 
to provide the advanced assessment. 
Advanced assessments can provide 
additional information that may make 
the difference between recommending 
tree retention or removal. The tree-risk 
assessor should identify what additional 
information is needed and recommend 
the technique to be used.

There are many types of advanced 
assessments that can be conducted, 
some of which are described in this 
article. Tree risk assessors are cautioned, 
however, that all technologies involve 
some uncertainty. Each technology 
has limitations; any evaluation of an 
individual tree or target will not be 
an accurate measure but a qualified 
estimation.

Standard safe work practices 
procedures should be applied in all 
instances.
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LEVEL 3 – ADVANCED ASSESSMENT 
TECHNIQUES

There are many techniques that 
can be considered for advanced 
risk assessment. Z (FOOTNOTE) 
Some situations may be assessed 
with several techniques. Advanced 
assessment techniques include, 
but are not limited to:

• aerial inspection and evaluation 
 of structural defects in branches 
• visual inspection
• decay testing 
• load testing
• detailed target analysis
• property value
• use and occupancy statistics
• potential disruption of activities
• detailed site evaluation
• history evaluation
• soil profile inspection to   
 determine root depth
• soil mineral and structural   
 testing
• secay testing 
• increment boring 
• drilling with small-diameter bit
• resistance-recording drilling
• single-path sonic (stress) wave
• sonic tomography 
• electrical impedance tomography
• radiation (radar, x-ray and 
 gamma ray)
• health evaluation
• tree ring analysis 
 (in temperate trees)
• shoot length measurement
• detailed health/vigour analysis
• starch assessment
• root inspection and evaluation
• root and root collar excavation
• root decay evaluation 
• ground-penetrating radar 
• Storm/Wind load analysis
• detailed assessment of tree 
 exposure and protection
• computer-based estimations 
 according to engineering   
 standards
• wind reaction monitoring over 
 a defined interval
• Measuring and assessing the 
 change in trunk lean
• load testing 
• hand pull 
• measured static pull
• measured tree dynamics
 
Note: Inclusion of specific techniques in 
this list does not necessarily imply that 
ISA endorses the use of that product or 
technique.

Examples of advanced tree risk 
assessmentsAerial inspection 
An aerial inspection (crown inspection) is 
the inspection of the above-ground parts 
of a tree not visible from a ground-based 
inspection, including the upper trunk, 
upper surfaces of stems, and branches. 
Aerial inspections usually include a 
visual assessment for defects, conditions, 
and response growth. Conditions of 
particular importance include inspection 
of significant branch junctions, cracks 
in branches, sunscald on the tops of 
branches, and bark damage from bird 
or animal feeding. In addition, aerial 
inspections may include evaluation of 
internal decay. 

An aerial inspection can be performed 
from an aerial lift, adjacent building, 
ladder, or by climbing the tree. The tree 
risk assessor should determine that the 
tree is safe to climb before entering the 
tree. Visual inspection from the ground 
using binoculars is not considered an 
advance assessment, but may be part of a 
basic assessment.

Assessment of internal decay
It is difficult to estimate or quantify the 
location and extent of internal wood 
decay during most basic assessments. 
When necessary to more accurately 
determine the location and extent of 
decay, it can be estimated with one of 
several decay-detecting techniques, 
including drilling and the use of sonic 
devices. After estimates are made of 
the amount and location of solid wood 
present around a column of internal 
decay, several methods are available 
to evaluate the significance of the 
decay. Some methods are based on 
engineering models of pipe strength and 
recommended thresholds for minimum 
solid-wall thickness. Modifications for 
species, location, amount of decay, 
dimensions of the tree, additional defects, 
and site conditions should be made by 
adapting the thresholds, but there is little 
guidance for such adaptations. Other 
methods adapt mechanical principles or 
engineering models in order to compare 
expected wind loads with the estimated 
load-bearing capacity of the tree.

The limitations of these models 
are that they are based on certain 
assumptions that may differ from actual 
trees. For example, unlike the common 
models for strength loss due to decay, 
tree trunks often are not circular in cross 
section and may have included bark, 
nonlinear fibers, and off-centre decay. 
Wood in trees also does not have uniform 
strength throughout; some areas may be 
stronger and some weaker.

While high precision can be achieved 
during measurements, assumptions 
required to complete any evaluation 
carry some inherent error, which could 
be cumulative in the calculations. 
Nevertheless, mathematical models 
and calculations can be useful in some 
advanced tree risk assessments.

Several decay-detection devices are 
on the market but not all have been 
demonstrated through independent 

research to be effective tools, and 
there may be differences in precision, 
resolution, and reliability. This article will 
proceed to described two well-established 
technologies currently available to risk 
assessors.

CODIT
Compartmentalisation of Decay 
in Trees (CODIT) is a model of tree 
response to wounding and decay. 
The model describes four responses, 
or walls, that the tree uses to exclude 
or compartmentalize decay fungi:
1. Plugging of the vessels or tracheids 

above and below the wound. The 
weakest wall.

2. The thick-walled cells of the 
latewood ring (temperate trees) and 
chemical responses.

3. Radial xylem parenchyma and 
chemical response of the ray cells. 
Strongest of the pre-existing walls.

4. “Barrier zone” of new xylem formed 
after wounding. The biologically 
strongest of the four walls.

Drilling 
Two types of drilling tools can be used 
to evaluate the extent of decay: a 
hand-held electric drill or a resistance-
recording drill. Both distinguish between 
solid and decayed wood by the drill’s 
resistance to penetration as it moves 
through the wood. It is important to 
carefully select testing locations so 
that the size and configuration of the 
decay column can be estimated. Before 
testing, sounding or visual assessment 
should be used to determine the best 
locations to test. The tree risk assessor 
should conduct sufficient testing to 
visualize the approximate extent of 
the decayed area. However, the tree 
risk assessor should take care to avoid 
unnecessary or excessive wounding. Tree 
risk assessors should also consider that 
drilling into decay can breach CODIT 
walls (especially wall 4), which may allow 
compartmentalised decay to spread. The 
number of drillings should be as few as 
possible, but as many as needed.

One type of drilling device is a hand-
held electric drill fitted with a long (8 to 
18 inches/20 to 45 cm), small-diameter 
(1/8 inch/3 mm), full-fluted drill bit. 
Evaluation is primarily limited to the 
advanced stages of decay. Accuracy 
relies in large part on the experience and 
expertise of the operator.

A resistance-recording drill drives a 
small-diameter (1/8 inch, 3 mm), flat-
tipped spade bit into the tree. As the bit 
penetrates the wood, the resistance to 
penetration is recorded. With training 
and experience, an inspector can 
distinguish solid wood from voids and 
decay. Incipient decay, effectiveness of 
compartmentalisation, and response 
growth rates may be estimated from 
profiles created by some high-resolution 
resistance drills.
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Figure 07
An inspector, with the proper training, can 
distinguish solid wood from decaying wood, 
with the use of a resistance-recording drill.

Sonic assessment
Sonic wood assessment instruments 
send a sound (stress) wave through the 
wood and measure the time for the wave 
to travel from the sending point to the 
receiving point. If a crack, a cavity, or 
decay is present, the sound travels around 
the defect, increasing the transmission 
time (time-of-travel) from the sending 
to receiving point, as compared to the 
transmission time through wood with 
no defect. The device, however, cannot 
distinguish the type of defect (decay, 
cracks, embedded bark, or cavities) that 
increased the transmission time.

One type of device measures the 
transmission time between two points, 
which can be a quick test to reveal the 
presence of cracks or decay between the 
two points. Limitations, however, are that 
reference values are needed and that 

conducting only one test may miss even 
major defects. Tests at additional points 
are needed to provide a comprehensive 
inspection. Two sets of points, forming 
perpendicular lines, are considered the 
minimum by many operators in order to 
detect large, centrally located defects.
Root assessment
Root inspection and evaluation 
The extent of damage or decay in tree 
butts, buttresses, and roots is difficult to 
evaluate in a basic inspection because 
most roots are beneath the soil surface 
and the root architecture is not visible. 
There are several types of evaluations 
that can be conducted on roots to inspect 
for decay. The simplest is the visual 
assessment of buttress roots at the basal 
flares, or when the top surfaces of the 
roots are exposed. When not exposed, 
the tree risk assessor will first need to 
excavate soil or other materials covering 
the root collar in order to conduct the 
assessment. This process is called root 
collar excavation.At a minimum, a root 
collar excavation should reveal the top of 
the buttress roots to the point where the 
root is nearly horizontal or follow roots 
a distance equal to or greater than the 
trunk diameter. Depending on the goal of 
the assessment, the excavation may need 
to continue farther out along the length 
of the root. The least injurious method of 
excavation available should be used. This 
may involve the use of high-pressure air 
or water. If necessary, hand tools can be 
used. Care must be taken not to damage 
the roots or trunk during the excavation 

process. After excavation, roots can 
be inspected for evidence of cutting, 
injury, decay, response growth, or other 
conditions. 

Root decay evaluation
When evaluating root decay, the tree 
risk assessor should consider that decay 
in roots typically progresses from the 
bottom of the root upward. Drilling and 
sonic techniques can help determine 
the number of roots with decay and the 
extent of root decay within each root, 
but they are not designed to quantify 
the amount of strength loss in the root 
system. Tree risk assessors should also 
consider that drilling into decay in roots 
can also breach CODIT wall 4, which may 
allow compartmentalised decay to spread. 
The number of drillings should be as few 
as possible, but as many as needed. 

Measuring change of lean
A changing angle of lean indicates a 
higher likelihood of failure. Sometimes 
it is difficult to determine if a tree’s 
lean is changing. A digital level or other 
devices can be used to monitor small 
changes in lean angle. When trunk angle 
measurements are made over time, it 
is important that they be taken at the 
same location each time. However, digital 
level readings taken during the dormant 
season cannot be directly compared with 
readings taken when the tree has foliage. 
The same is true during times of drought, 
rain, snow, or ice glazing. 

Load tests
Load tests are used by specially trained 
tree risk assessors to assist in evaluating 
the potential for failure. There are several 
types of load tests: hand pull, measured 
static pull, and measured dynamic. Load 
tests do not attempt to detect internal 
decay, but use deformation or deflection 
to detect weakness in the structure and 
assess the load required to initiate the 
failure process.

A hand-pull test involves installing a 
light-duty line in the tree, and pulling and 
releasing the line several times to move 
the tree or branch. When testing root and 
trunk stability, the line is placed high in 
the crown. When the line is pulled, trunk 
and root plate movement is observed. 
Excessive trunk, root, or soil movement 
may indicate instability. Branches may 
also be tested in this fashion. The line 
is run over the branch and pulled; the 
tree risk assessor looks for movement 
and crack openings. This technique is 
most commonly used in a pre-climbing 
inspection. Because the tree or branch 
reaction is monitored only visually, tree 
risk assessors are cautioned against 
overloading the tree or tree part and 
initiating failure. The tree risk assessor 
should be outside of the fall zone when 
conducting this type of test.

In a static pull test, sensors are 
attached to the tree to measure marginal 
fibre strain (stretching and compressing) 
in the stem or branches, and/or 
inclination (change in angle) of the root 
flare in response to a controlled pull. The 

Figure 08a
Sonic tomography instruments use measurements between many points to create a two- or three-
dimensional picture (tomogram). By comparing the results of all time-of-travel measurements, it is 
possible to detect and map defects within the trunk. The tomogram illustrates the remaining load-
carrying parts of the inspected cross-section. The resolution of tomography is directly related to the 
number of sensors used on a tree. In contrast to drilling, sonic devices have substantially less risk of 
breaching CODIT wall 4.
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amount of deformation and inclination, 
measured by sensors, is compared to 
reference values to evaluate strength 
or stability. Working within specific 
thresholds for tolerable deformations is 
required to avoid overloading of the tree 
during the load test. The sensor readings 
after unloading should confirm that the 
tree has returned to its original position.

Dynamic load tests take place under 
natural wind conditions or with static 
pulls and are used to measure the 
movement of an individual tree. Sensors 
are placed on the trunk and/or near the 
base, to measure fibre strain and/or 
inclination of the root plate. Currently, 
this test is in the developmental stages 
and the availability of sensors is limited. 
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The next article in this series will 
discuss fundamental concepts in tree 
biomechanics.

Figure 09
Pull test. Arrows: elastometers monitor fibre strain under the applied load and detect high strain 
areas in the wooden body of the stem. Circle: an inclinometer is positioned at the base of the stem to 
record root plate inclination during the load test.

Figure 08b
Sonic tomography instruments use measurements between many points to create a two- or three-
dimensional picture (tomogram).



The 2017 New Zealand Tree Climbing Nationals at the Tauranga 
Domain got off  to a rainy start in the last week of October.

This was my fi rst nationals in the sport and only my third climbing 
competition. So, as you can imagine I was rather nervous.

The aerial rescue was set up in the Camphor laurel tree at 
the front of the domain. We were presented with an injured 
climber with a piece of rigged wood that was still suspended. 
The access line was set up against the trunk. Paul Kenny did 
the demo of the rescue, applying the footlock rescue technique 
(installing a midline anchor pulley system)  that was both 
efficient and effective. The next climber that I saw complete this 
rescue was Scott Forrest, who again made it look effortless and, 
like Paul Scott, applied the footlock technique.

Originally, I had planned to do a DRT rescue with a prussic 
and a hitch climber, which I had practised and knew reasonably 
well. However, after seeing Scott and Paul make the footlock 
look effortless and effective, I decided I was going to attempt a 
footlock rescue instead. The events that followed showed that I 
am definitely no Paul Kenny or Scott Forrest.

The initial part of the rescue went well and I was off to a 
good start until I changed over to DRT and began the climb over 
to “Randy.” I barely touched my prussic and, before I knew it, I 

had fallen four metres and smashed my back into the trunk. I 
got a hell of a fright, but I was keen to keep going and make up 
the time I had lost. Unfortunately, I got disqualified from this 
event -- fair enough. When I look back at the incident, I believe 
that I did not set up the prussic correctly for the pulley in the 
system (as I am used to climbing on a cambium saver), my 
system was wet and I had an overall lack of experience.   

So what are the lessons I have learnt from this experience? 
• Practise before you use new gear configurations.
• Take the time to set up a good prussic system that works for 

you and your friction device. 
• During any climb, always take the time you need to gather 

all the information on the tree, your pathway, and your gear.
• There is a fine line between quietly confident and over-

confident. 
• In a rescue situation, your safety is number one priority, and 

in a real life situation, this could have been hazardous.
• Take-home message: trying new techniques and 

configurations at competitions isn’t a good idea. Try them 
out first! 

Tree of Knowledge
New gear, but no idea

Correspondence to:
stephanie.dryfhout@yahoo.co.uk

freephone 0508 4 HANSA     www.hansachippers.com

with the  
C60rx 
chipper.

5km/h  
Track Drive

Remote 
Controlled
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Tree climbing enthusiast
By Stephanie Dryfhout
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A while back I gave a presentation on 
risk, “Risky Business - the business of 

risk.” I was able to present it a few times 
and thoroughly enjoyed it. It was intention-
ally emotive: “Disaster is lurking and we will 
save you.”

I filled it with selected statistics for effect:

* More than 100 people are killed by trees 
every year in the United States –- but 
900 people are also killed by SHEEP;

* You have a 1:20,000,000 chance of being 
killed by a tree and 1:6 chance of dying 
from cardiovascular disease.

At one stage I had the data on how many 
people were killed each year by frozen 
peas, but in my excitement, I lost it. I can 
no longer recall the numbers, but needless 
to say, we should all fear and respect 
frozen peas!

When it comes to risk, there is “actual 
risk” and “perceived risk” and the gap 
between them can vary greatly. Just 
before Christmas, a tree fell on a parked 
car in Dunedin; no one was hurt but it 
was reported as a disaster – “what if, it 
almost, it could have” etc. etc. This is an 
example of perceived risk. In terms of 
actual risk, last year in NZ, 150 people 
were harmed by rabbits and ten were 
harmed by marshmallows; actual harm, 
not “perceived,” “almost” or “nearly,” 
but actual harm requiring medical 
attention. So, what is Risk and how 
do we put context around it? A quick 
look at Wikipedia will inform you that 
risk involves two components -- the 
magnitude of the potential loss (L), and 
the probability (p) that the loss will occur. 
From there you can undertake a risk 
assessment to determine what the risk is 
for a given event occurring.

Determining risk is relatively easy. For 
the term “Risky Business,” I came across 
ore than 70 different risk assessment 
methodologies – all similar but slightly 
different. So, determining risk is relatively 
easy but working out whether that risk 
is acceptable or tolerable is harder – 
and here things start to get interesting. 
Tolerable or acceptable risk is determined 
by a society’s or authorities’ view of the 
social, political, and economic cost of a 
given event occurring.

Forget risk. Enter social science. 
In their book Freakonomics (a fine read, 
if you get the chance), Dubner and Levitt 
reference Peter Sandman. Sandman is a 
“risk communicator” and he talks of risk 
in three areas:
* scaring people who are ignoring 

something that is legitimately 
dangerous and risky;

* calming down people who are freaking 
out over something that’s not risky; and

* guiding people who are freaking out 
over something that is legitimately 
risky. 

To accomplish all this, Sandman has 
the useful equation: Risk = Hazard + 
Outrage.

Sandman focuses on the outrage but 
not the hazard itself. He calls this 
Outrage Management. According to 
Sandman,“reducing outrage is a socially 
valuable thing to do, only if the outrage is 
misplaced” If you have the time download 
and read, Responding to Community 
Outrage: Strategies for Effective Risk 
Communication, and/or his Six Principal 

Strategies of Reducing Outrage (links 
below).

As a defender of trees (?) I have tried 
to manage risk through context: you 
are 28 times more likely to be struck by 
lightning, 75 times more likely to win 
the lottery and/or 600 times more likely  
to be killed on the road than being killed 
by a tree while in a public space etc. 
But maybe a better investment would 
be to try and manage the outrage -- “the 
higher the outrage, the less willing people 
are to leave the control in your hands.”

Frozen peas might kill you and 
marshmallows can harm you but people 
are not scared of them. People are scared 
of trees. To risk-manage our trees we need 
to become better at managing people.

http://www.psandman.com/media/
RespondingtoCommunityOutrage.pdf

http://www.psandman.com/handouts/
sand42.pdf

Outrage Management

Correspondence to: 
mark@robertsconsulting.co.nz

By Mark Roberts 
robertsconsulting.co.nz 

Assessment Examination

Plimmer Oak
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A whole bunch of you came along to 
the ArbEvents “What’s the Likelihood 

of Failure?” seminar in Auckland last 
summer.  It was presented by David Evans 
(VALID), along with Paul Muir and Claire 
Harbinson (Treework Environmental Prac-
tice), and there was plenty of lively discus-
sion about the Static Load Test, TreeCalc, 
and which lett ers of VALID were the most 
important in Likelihood of Failure Club.

Once back in the UK, David teamed 
up with Frank Rinn and the Arboricultural 
Association, and later with the Municipal 
Tree Offi  cers Association, to deliver 
similar seminars.  And he’s just returned 
from taking the package to the Institute 
of Urban Foresters conference in 
Florida.  David has now put well over 500 
arborists from around the world through 
the Likelihood of Failure Club – from 
Melbourne to Edinburgh, Fort Worth to 
Auckland, and York to Sydney.

Likelihood of Failure Club gives 
arborists a thought-provoking place 
where they can share their opinions 
and knowledge about tree failure.  The 
meetings have also been fruitful as part of 
David’s research into helping improve the 
likelihood of failure decision-making.  Here 
are some of the patt erns that appear to be 
emerging so far.

Conscious Uncoupling
Tree risk is a combination of three 
largely independent factors: likelihood 
of occupation, likelihood of failure, and 
the consequences.  They’re independent 
because one does not aff ect any other.  For 
example, if a tree fails onto a road it’s not 
more or less likely to do so because there 
happens to be a car driving past at the 
same time.

Likelihood of Failure Club is ALL about 
the likelihood of failure.  It has absolutely 
nothing to do with the likelihood of 
occupation or consequences.  The rules are 
outlined in the presentation, again before 
the fi rst round of votes, and repeated 
whilst the rounds are being played.  
Despite this, it looks like up to 25 percent 
of players are including the consequences 
when they’re making decisions about the 
likelihood of failure.  They’re unconsciously 
combining the two. Here are some typical 
examples of this unintended coupling:

Assessors can decrease the likelihood 
of failure if the same tree is moved to a 
lower occupation category, like a fi eld.  
On the other hand, they can increase the 
likelihood of failure if the same tree is 
moved to a higher occupation category, 
like a school entrance.  Or they estimate 
the likelihood of failure for a really busy 
road no matt er where the tree is.  What’s 
concerning about this is, not separating 
the likelihood of failure from the 
consequences must be more commonplace 

when David’s not there reminding 
everyone that we’re only looking at the 
likelihood of failure.

It’s Not Just Arborists
The engine of VALID as a fully developed 
tree risk-benefi t assessment system 
has been independently stress-tested to 
breaking point by a maths professor.  One 
of his fi elds of expertise is risk-assessing 
volcanic eruptions, so he knows a thing 
or two about modelling uncertainty and 
risk in the natural environment.  It turns 
out that when risk assessing volcanoes 
he gets various boffi  ns to play “Likelihood 
of Eruption Club,” which is a more 
complicated version of what David’s put 
together.  A common bias he encounters 
with these experts is that their likelihood 
of an eruption is often higher if the 
consequences are greater.  Whereas, if 
you move the same volcano to the back 
of beyond, their likelihood of eruption will 
often be lower.

Anchors Aweigh
VALID uses two 'benchmarks', red or green, 
from which you anchor your opinion 
when making these tough likelihood-
of-failure decisions.  Benchmarking is a 
method that risk experts and forecasters 
use when making decisions where there’s 
uncertainty.  A benchmark is the place 
where you have the highest confi dence and 
the lowest uncertainty.  It’s where you’ll 

 Likelihood of failure – which way is it heading?
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get the greatest agreement and share 
of common ground.  What a benchmark 
does is establish a base-rate to work from 
before you roll up your sleeves and begin 
to hone your decision-making. Anchoring 
is a common subconscious bias where we 
tend to take the fi rst and most obvious 
piece of information that’s available and 
then rely too heavily on it.  Likelihood of 
Failure Club players sometimes anchor to 
their fi rst decisions too fi rmly.  This anchor 
can become so rooted that even as we 
go through each lett er of VALID, and the 
weight of evidence gradually accumulates 
to suggest a diff erent likelihood of failure 
would be a bett er bet, there’s still a 
reluctance to change their mind.

In short:  we can be too quick to make 
up our minds and too slow to change them.  

Making Your Mind Up
Changing your mind when presented 
with evidence that you perhaps hadn’t 
fully considered before is a splendid 
experience that should be embraced as 
a revelatory “ah-hah” moment.  It’s a 
strength not a weakness.  A virtue not a 
vice.  Despite these admirable qualities, 
it can mistakenly be thought of as 
showing weakness; particularly in front 
of colleagues where there might be a 
worry about losing face.  One way to help 
overcome this illusion is to reframe. 

In the Likelihood of Failure Club no one 
changes their mind any more.  They 
update their opinion.

One Direction
After the fi rst vote for the colour of the 
benchmark, and the second vote for the 
likelihood of failure category, the fun 
begins when debating what the most 
likely outcome is.  Generally, the range of 
opinions narrows during these exchanges 
as players fi ne-tune their decisions.  What’s 
particularly revealing is that by the time 
of the fi nal vote the average likelihood of 
failure is usually lower.  It is seldom, if ever, 
higher.  That our profession has a tendency 
to overestimate likelihood of failure is often 
found to be the case when an assessment 
is taken to an advanced level and a tree’s 
‘safety factor’ is calculated.

VALID Makes a Diff erence
Likelihood of Failure Clubs have helped 
enormously with giving an insight into how 
arborists are making diffi  cult decisions 
about likelihood of failure.  One of David’s 
favourites was much unexpected.  In 
Auckland, Rick Jobbitt  said that VALID 
helped Tāne (Māori God of the Forest) talk 
to him about the mauri (life force) he was 
seeing. There’s more testing and statistical 
analysis to be done as part of David’s 
research, but there are already some 

pointers in this short piece that can help us.  
These lessons, and more, will be an integral 
part of VALID’s tree risk-benefi t assessment 
and management training when it goes live 
later this year.  One such lesson is built into 
the design of the VALID App. If a ‘detailed’ 
tree risk-benefi t assessment is necessary, 
the assessor goes through each lett er of 
VALID before they choose a benchmark.  
The reason for this?  It’s clear it improves 
the likelihood of failure decision.

www.validtreerisk.com

Likelihood of Failure Club

TreeCalc at the coal face

Paul and Claire 'working out'

Your decision making friend
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Trees move, not only in the wind but 
sometimes from place to place. Usually 

there’s someone for, and someone against
the relocation. Nowhere is this divided 
opinion illustrated better than in the 
resource consent hearing over the 
proposed construction of a new 1km 
cycleway on Quay Street near the 
Auckland waterfront, with the removal 
of 15 trees (14 to be relocated) and works 
within the driplines of 34 other trees.

The resource consent was granted but 
not before some to-and-fro argument and 
opinion and a decision that in detail came 
to 13 pages.

You can understand the need for a 
cycleway. The energetic lobby group Bike 
Auckland has tracked 43,000 bike trips 
east and west per month along Tamaki 
Drive, this most desirable piece of flat 
Auckland terrain, with its postcard view 
of Rangitoto Island from the coastal 
drive flanking the harbour and its useful, 
arterial ease of access to the eastern 
waterside suburbs. The enjoyable view 
has equivalents in the cycle rides around 
the bays in Wellington from Evans Bay 
to Oriental Bay, along Marine Parade in 
Napier or by the estuary to Sumner in 
Christchurch.

Cyclists
In Auckland, about 1000 cyclists a day 
use the 8.2 km-long Tamaki Drive which 
disgorges a daily commuter flood of 
more than 32,000 vehicles – an Auckland 
Transport average daily vehicle traffic 
count -- into Quay St, where only half 
the length of the road has a protected 
cycleway. Cyclists fighting to get back to 
Tamaki Drive along the part of Quay St 
where there is no dedicated cycleway are 
faced with roaring, container-bearing 
trucks and industrial and commercial 
traffic leaning into their handlebars.

In recent months, for the first time, 
Bike Auckland has logged more bike trips 
on Tamaki Drive per day from commuting 
cyclists than from recreational users. 
Over time, Auckland Transport has 
responded to cyclists’ safety concerns 
along this busy set of roads. The resetting 
of the Quay St central median between 
Plumer Street and the Strand to allow for 
a protected cycleway at the north side of 
the road is another piece of the jigsaw to 
complete a coherent cycleway picture.

Protest
Even as the work of relocating the trees 
began, preparatory to the median being 
removed, a handful of protesters and 
later two women, variously under the 
Urban Tree Alliance or Occupy Garnet 
Road banners, protested at the loss of the 
trees. They seemed not to have read the 
decision which allows for the trees to be 
simply replanted. The reasoning for the 
granting of the consent and the numerous 
conditions imposed for relocating the 
trees, including arboricultural protocols, 
required more than 1000 words of 
explanation. Teal Park, where most of 
the pohutukawa are being replanted, is 
adjacent to Tamaki Drive on the harbour 
side and not more than 100 metres from 
the original median site.

Hearing
Resource Management Act hearings are 
not always simple but they are thorough. 
Leaving nothing to chance, the applicant 
for this consent, Auckland Transport, 
wheeled in lawyer, engineer, arborist, 
landscape architect and planner for 
counsel to present its case. Those making 
submissions on the application were 
representatives of the local area Parnell 
Community Committee, Bike Auckland 
and the Tamaki Drive Protection Society.

Auckland Council was the interested 
party that would implement the consent 
or deal with its rejection, depending 
on the decision of the independent 
commissioners who were hearing the 
application under delegated authority 
of the Resource Management Act. The 
Council fronted up with a team manager, 
planner, landscape architect, three 
arborists including the Senior Advisor 
Urban Forest (a relativity new Auckland 
Council appointment) and a hearings 
advisor.

A total of 12 submissions were 
received, with seven in support and five in 
opposition.

Evidence
The commissioners in their decision 
summarised the evidence that was 
presented for and against the resource 
consent application.

The legal counsel for the applicant 
Auckland Transport, Natasha Garvan, 
submitted the statutory context in which 
the hearing needed to consider the 
cycleway and then Kathryn King, Walking, 
Cycling and Road Safety Manager at 
Auckland Transport provided a strategic 

overview regarding cycling in Auckland 
and the purpose of the Quay Street 
project. She said there were extensive 
initiatives from both Auckland Transport 
and the Transport Agency around 
increasing the number of cyclists, and 
their safety, through dedicated cycleways. 
She noted that the cycle route from 
Tamaki Drive into the city via Quay Street 
is the busiest in Auckland.

The project was a priority project as 
part of the urban Cycleways Programme, 
which will join the existing cycleway on 
Quay Street to the west and, in the future, 
proposed cycleways to the east. 

Mr Fariz Bin Abdul Rahman, a 
consultant engineer, provided the 
background to the options considered 
for the cycleway, and addressed the need 
to maintain functionality of the road 
reserve, including the bus layover. This 
was reinforced by Mr Richard Black, 
Team Lead in the Property and Planning 
Team of Auckland Transport, who talked 
of the consultation undertaken and the 
need to maintain the bus layover which 
he regarded as being “essential for 
efficient bus operations, punctuality and 
reliability.” He also noted that with the 
roll-out of the New Network bus services 
the demand for layover parking for buses 
would increase.

Mr Matthew Paul, an independent 
arborist appearing on the Auckland 
Transport team, said that, in his opinion, 
the existing location of the trees 
constricts and would continue to constrict 
the potential of the trees in the future, 
given the median strip has live traffic 
lanes on both sides. He said that the 
proposed transplant locations would “… 
increase the ability for the 14 Pohutukawa 
trees to reach a more typical unmodified 
canopy form…” 

Mr Thomas Lines, an independent 
landscape architect, considered that 
the greatest visual effects would be on 
pedestrians and cyclists who would 
experience moderate-low adverse effects 
due to their sensitivity to change and 
perceived widening of the road corridor. 
Mr Lines explained that in his view the 
avenue of pohutukawas along the north 
and south side of Quay Street were of 
more importance to the amenity of Quay 
Street than the fragmented central 
median plantings. He advised that the 
transplanted trees would “fill in” an 
existing gap in the pohutukawa avenue 
between The Strand and Plumer Street. 

As a landscape architect Mr Lines 
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was focused on a bigger picture than just 
trees and noted in response to questions 
from the Commissioners that he did 
not consider the replanting of the 14 
pohutukawa was necessary to mitigate 
the effects of their removal. In addition it 
was Mr Line’s view that shrub or ground 
cover planting throughout the central 
median was not required to mitigate the 
effects of the tree removals.

He also acknowledged that there 
were positive effects to be gained by a 
dedicated cycleway which would balance 
the loss of the trees. In his view the overall 
amenity of the area would not reduce 
significantly as the cycleway would assist 
with making the city more “liveable”.

This was a significant opinion. In 
the event, the commissioners in their 
decision were to echo this broader view 
while not agreeing with Mr Lines’s view 
about replanting. Arborists focused on 
the amenity value of the trees that they 
deal with could probably always benefit 
from understanding the planning context. 

This inevitably affects decisions that are 
bigger than the status of trees, but in the 
end impacts on the trees in every way.

This approach is echoed by the last 
of the applicant’s evidence from Mr 
Jamie Swan, a consultant planner. In his 
opinion the proposal was consistent with 
the relevant objectives and policies of 
the Auckland Unitary Plan (Operational 
in Part) – AUP (OP). He considered that, 
overall, the effects of the proposal were 
less than minor. Section E 17 Trees in 
Roads of the AUP (OP) is very detailed 
about work – for example, Tree Trimming 
or Alteration: (1) The maximum diameter 
of any branch removed must be no 
greater than 100mm at severance. (2) 
No more than 20 per cent of live growth 
of the tree may be removed in any one 
calendar year. 

Works Within the Protected Root Zone: 
(i) the works involving root pruning must 
not be on roots greater than 35mm in 
diameter at severance; 

(ii) surface area of a single excavation 

shall not exceed one square metre...
But at the same time, in Trees in 

Roads there is broad policy direction 
regarding the balance between utilities, 
infrastructure and trees because the 
objectives include “Trees in roads that 
contribute to cultural, amenity, landscape 
and ecological values are protected,” 
and that “There is an increase in the 
quality and extent of tree cover in roads, 
particularly within areas identified for 
intensified living.”

Submitters
The Parnell Community Committee (PCC) 
representatives were not in favour of the 
application as presented. They said that 
the translocation site was inappropriate, 
referring to it as a “dumping ground”, and 
noted that there was no mitigation for the 
loss of the trees in the immediate area of 
Quay Street.

“Auckland will have a greatly reduced 
liveability and amenity if its natural 
resources are sacrificed for ‘laned’ 
transport. The PCC would prefer that 
a balanced approach was taken in the 
provision of a cycleway that ensured 
the trees were retained, and it was their 
submission that this could be achieved if 
the bus layover was removed.”

In response to questions from the 
Commissioners, it was PCC’s view that 
were the trees removed, tree or shrub 
planting in the central median should be 
required to mitigate effects.

Bike Auckland’s submission, by 
contrast, was in support of the project 
because shared facilities were not 
desirable, and could be hazardous 
especially for pedestrians. Their 
reservations were that Auckland 
Transport was inevitably “retrofitting” 
Auckland’s transport environment with 
dedicated cycleways and that this in turn 
of necessity resulted in compromises. 
In this respect, Bike Auckland preferred 
to see the trees kept but acknowledged 
that it would be difficult to maintain 
them within a reduced median. Cyclists 
generally noticed the trees next to them 
but not those in the central medians of 
wider road corridors.

The Tamaki Drive Protection Society’s 
area of interest extended along Quay 
Street and their submission was in 
support of the proposal and of improving 
the safety of cyclists. There was a strong 
focus on pohutukawa through the 
corridor and along Tamaki Drive, and 
if consent was granted, this would be 
maintained by the lines of pohutukawa on 
both sides of the road. The translocation 
of the trees was appropriate offset 
mitigation and had the trees not been 
present, the cycleway would have been 
developed without the need for resource 
consent. 

Council
Among council submissions to the 
hearing, the Auckland Council Community 
Facilities Urban Forestry Team said the 
proposed development would have a nett 
negative effect with respect to ecosystem 
services and there was concern that the 

Quay Street pohutukawa transplanting photo credit: Leon Saxon

Quay Street pohutukawa removed from the road island for transplant. Credit: Leon Saxon
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transplanted trees were unlikely to thrive 
in the Teal Park road reserve due to spatial 
constraints.

Despite this view, and as can 
happen in a hearing with competing 
opinions, the Commissioners opted to 
agree with Auckland Transport counsel 
Natasha Garvan’s submission that the 
translocation of 14 pohutukawa would 
retain their contribution to the wider 
ecosystem. They decided “With respect 
to effects in relation to ecosystem 
services, we note that there will be no 
nett reduction in the number of trees 
throughout this portion of Quay Street.”

Ms Garvan also submitted that 
while the translocation would result in 
some constraints, that such constraints 
were appropriate. This was backed up 
by Auckland Transport’s arborist 
Matthew Paul.

The commissioners noted “With 
respect to concerns raised in relation 
to the spatial arrangement of the 
transplanted trees in Teal Park, we were 
advised by Mr Paul that there is a range 

of transplanted tree sizes and variable 
ground conditions in the Teal Park 
road reserve.”

The commissioners set out consent 
conditions which they believed provided 
sufficiently for “the preparation 
and approval of a plan detailing the 
location of the transplanted trees that 
is cognisant of tree sizes and ground 
conditions to enable the smaller trees 
to be positioned in the more spatially 
constrained and/or difficult ground 
conditions, to enable them to adapt to the 
specific circumstances.”

Decision
The Commissioners worked through the 
submissions, evidence, responses and 
varied opinions. They gave as the reasons 
for granting the resource consent:

• The environment is currently urban 
and the median trees are intermittent. 
The removal of these trees will result in 
a change to the environment. However, 
the median strip is not planted in 
its entirety and relies on the avenue 
trees to provide a coherent, vegetated 
appearance. The effects from the loss of 
the 15 trees is acceptable, especially in 
the context of the overall enhancement 
of the amenity of the area through 
provision of a dedicated cycleway. 

• The tree removal and transplanting 
will ensure that works are undertaken 
in accordance with best practice 
methodologies and under the 
supervision of a qualified arborist. As 
such, the effects on trees will be less 
than minor.

• The relevant objectives and policies 
within the Trees within Roads section of 
the AUP (OP) provisions acknowledge 
that street trees contribute to the 
amenity, while acknowledging that 
multiple uses can occur within the road 
zone. The proposal will be consistent 
with these provisions as trees have 
been retained where practicable 
and the removal will be required to 
accommodate the construction of the 
cycleway which will provide for multiple 
uses of the road zone. 

• The conditions of resource consent will 
adequately avoid, remedy or mitigate 
any actual and potential effects. 

• The proposal is consistent with Part 
2 of the Resource Management Act as 
it enables an efficient use of the road 
reserve for vehicles and cyclists and 
ensures that potential adverse effects 
will be appropriately managed. It 
provides for the health, safety and well-
being of individuals.

Arboricultural conditions 
To back up their decision that the 
potential effects of the tree removal 
will be remedied or mitigated, the 
commissioners imposed a set of 
arboricultural conditions.

• Prior to tree works commencing the 
consent holder shall advise Council’s 
Community Facilities Arborist of 
the Appointed Supervisory (Works) 
Arborist engaged by the consent holder 
to prepare a final Tree Transplant 
Methodology and advise upon and 
supervise the tree protection measures. 

• The Works Arborist must be 
experienced in tree transplant 
methodologies, and will need to be able 
to coordinate site works ensuring that 
the tree transplant methodology is 
correctly implemented. 

• The Tree Transplant Methodology shall 
include a scaled aerial plan showing 
the location of each of the transplanted 
trees. The positioning of each of the 
transplanted trees shall be cognisant 
of the size of the specimen and the 
localised ground conditions in the Teal 
Park road reserve. 

• A copy of the final Tree Transplant 
Methodology shall be provided to 
Auckland Council – Team Leader, 
Central Monitoring 10 days prior to 
works commencing. Any subsequent 
variations to the methodology shall be 
agreed in writing with Auckland Council 
prior to works commencing. 

• All tree works, tree removal, soil 
excavation and construction work for 
the proposed cycle path which occur 
within the root zone of protected 
trees shall be undertaken in general 
accordance with the Tree Protection 
Methodology listed in Section 10 of the 
tree report from Peers Brown Miller 
Ltd, dated 28th November 2016. A copy 
of this tree report must be kept on site 
at all times during the construction 
period. Any variations to the proposed 
methodology shall be approved in 
writing by Auckland Council – Team 
Leader, Central Monitoring prior to 
works commencing 

• Within the current or next planting 
season (i.e. autumn to spring) 
immediately following completion of 
the works, the consent holder shall 
plant two (2) appropriate replacement 
NZ native trees within the proposed 
works area shown on the application 
drawings in Condition 1. The 
replacement trees will have a minimum 
root ball size of 160 litres and a 
minimum height of three metres at the 
time of planting. 
All replacement and re-located trees 
shall be vetted for approval by the 
Councils Community Facilities Arborist 
prior to planting. 

• The planting location of the two new 
native trees is expected to be in Teal 
Park but could be located anywhere 
within the proposed works area. This 
will be based on factors such as the final 
location of the transplanted Pohutukawa 
Trees, ground conditions, stability and 
space required for trees to mature. 

• The location of newly planted and re-

Quay Street tree on the move to its new 
home, Teal Park. Photo: Leon Saxon

Prepared for relocation. Photo: Leon Saxon
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located trees shall comply with the Council standards 
for setbacks from kerb line, street lights, bus stops etc. 
The re-located tree’s growth and development shall be 
monitored and maintained for 36 months following 
planting. If any tree dies or declines beyond recovery 
during this period, it shall be replaced by the consent 
holder, at the consent holder’s expense, with a new 
specimen tree of a similar size and species to that which 
was originally planted. 

• The consent holder shall submit a memorandum from 
the Works Arborist to Auckland Council – Team Leader, 
Central Monitoring within one month of the completion 
of site works to confirm that the tree works have been 
undertaken in accordance with the tree protection 
measures outlined in the conditions of consent and under 
the direction of the Works Arborist. 

The last word goes to Bike Auckland which gave a cheer 
on its website: “Consent to move the trees was granted on 
the basis that adding a safe cycleway was a net benefit 
– with measures put in place to limit negative impacts 
on the trees, including moving them rather than simply 
destroying them. In every meaningful sense this counts as 
a sensible win for trees and for people on bikes – 
 and for those of us who love them both.”

Commissioners
The independent commissioners who heard the resource 
consent application for the Quay Street cycleway were 
Karyn Sinclair and Bridget Gilbert.

Karyn Sinclair has worked in the planning profession 
for more than 25 years and is a board member of the 
New Zealand Planning Institute of which she has been 
a full member since 1996. She has worked in rural and 
urban local government including Whangarei City, 
Waikato District and as part of the team preparing the 
first Waitakere City district plan. Since 1995 Karyn has 
worked exclusively as a consultant and on projects such 
as a walkway around Hobson Bay, state highway 18 and 
the Mercury (now Vector) electricity tunnel. In 2005 she 
left corporate life and set up her own private practice, 
essentially working “part time” while her children were 
at primary school. In 2007 Karyn was appointed as an 
independent commissioner to Auckland City Council, and 
has been an active independent commissioner, sitting on a 
range of hearings that have helped shape Auckland.

Bridget Gilbert has practised as a landscape architect 
for more than 20 years in both New Zealand and England 
and has had her own practice in Auckland for the last 
nine years. She is Director of Bridget Gilbert Landscape 
Architecture Ltd., Auckland. She has a Bachelor of 
Horticulture and a post-graduate Diploma in Landscape 
Architecture, is an associate of the Landscape Institute 
(UK) and a registered member of the New Zealand Institute 
of Landscape Architects.

Bridget has been involved in the conceptual design and 
landscape and visual effects assessment of a wide range of 
projects including large scale infrastructure developments 
and coastal developments such as marinas, tourism 
developments, coastal subdivisions, motorways, rail 
tunnels, large-scale mangrove removals, public walkway 
networks and marine farms. She has provided advice to 
various councils, peer reviewing landscape and visual 
assessments accompanying resource consent and plan-
change applications. She has also been involved in the 
review of landscape policy for Regional and District Plans 
which has included the consideration of landscape policy 
in relation to the coastal environment.

Terry Snow is a journalist and former editor of the New 
Zealand Listener and The Shed magazines.
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Wellington region’s playgrounds lack 
enough protective shade for children, 

research findings suggest and councils 
in the region are geared up to give tree 
plantings a big chance to deal with this. But 
there’s one big fish hook in all of this.

Providing effective shade in summer 
recreation spaces can reduce children’s 
risk of skin cancer and checking this out 
was the goal of the paper Wellington 
Playgrounds Uncovered: An Examination 
of Solar Ultraviolet Radiation and Shade 
Protection in New Zealand (2017) by Ryan 
Gage et al. Two researchers visited 50 
randomly selected playgrounds during 
peak ultraviolet radiation (UVR) hours 
in summer and recorded the mean shade 
cover of playground equipment, seats, 
tables and open areas.

Playground lists were downloaded 
from the websites of the three most 
populated Territorial Local Authorities 
(TLAs) in the Wellington region: Lower 
Hutt, Porirua and Wellington City. The 
Wellington region has mean summertime 
temperatures and ultraviolet index (UVI) 
values that are roughly comparable to 
the respective means of all NZ cities, the 
paper says. From each TLA, a random 
sample was selected of one playground 
per 7000 population. Playgrounds were 
excluded if they were not accessible to 
the public. The final sample included 50 
playgrounds: 12 from Lower Hutt, eight 
from Porirua and 30 from Wellington City. 

The results found that 95 percent of 
playground equipment and 64 percent 
of sitting and eating areas had no shade 
protection. Trees blocked a mean of 80.1 
percent (95 percent Confidence Interval 
(CI): 66.0 – 94.1) of direct solar UVR, but 
they mostly covered open areas, not 
playground equipment, seats and tables. 
The findings demonstrate that Wellington 
playgrounds have insufficient shade 
available, the researchers concluded.

Ryan Gage suggested to Tree Matters 
that a comparison to Australia could be 
useful here. “We found that the Wellington 
playgrounds had about a quarter of the 
shade available in Sydney playgrounds. 
We suggested that shade in Wellington 
playgrounds was ‘insufficient’ given 
that New Zealand has a higher rate of 
melanoma cancer than Australia, but 
substantially fewer trees and built shade.”

Comparable findings emerged from 
a parallel paper, Sun Protection Among 

New Zealand Primary School Children 
(2017) by Ryan Gage et al. While this 
paper assessed the clothes worn as well 
as shade used by 1278 children in eight 
schools in the Wellington region, the 
researchers found that most children 
(78.4 percent) were not under the cover 
of shade and the findings suggested that 
New Zealand children are not sufficiently 
protected from the sun at school.

Why be concerned about a normal 
Kiwi situation? The figures from the 
researchers are startling. The research 
states that skin cancer is a significant 
public health issue in countries with 
high solar ultraviolet radiation 
(UVR) levels and predominantly fair-
skinned populations. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) estimates that one in 
two Australians will develop skin cancer 
in their lifetime (WHO, 2009b). New 
Zealand currently has the highest rate 
of melanoma skin cancer in the world 
(Whiteman, Green, & Olsen, 2016). The 
age-standardised incidence and mortality 
rates of melanoma in New Zealand are 
35.9 and 4.7 per 100,000 population, 
respectively (International Agency 
for Research on Cancer, 2014). Annual 
deaths from all types of skin cancer in 
New Zealand exceed road traffic crash 
fatalities (Ministry of Health, 2016).

Exposure to UVR is the most 
important risk factor for skin cancer 
development (Armstrong, 2004). This risk 
can be reduced by practising sun-safe 
behaviours, including wearing sunscreen 
and sun-protective clothing, seeking 
shade and avoiding the sun during 
peak UVR hours. Schools are important 
settings for skin cancer prevention. 
Children can receive large amounts of 
UVR exposure while on school grounds 
(Wright, Reeder, Bodeker, Gray, & Cox, 
2007). Children are also considered 
potentially more vulnerable than adults 
to the adverse effects of UVR (Whiteman, 
Whiteman, & Green, 2001).

Gage told Tree Matters that another 
potentially practical thing is that trees 
can be useful for reducing excessive 
temperatures. Playground equipment 
can get very hot in summer, so shade 
can help increase the amount of time 
children spend in a playground (the play 
itself being good for physical activity and 
supporting cognitive development).

Arnold Park (Titahi Bay) 

Shades of Wellington
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COUNCILS
So what have the Wellington, Hutt City 
and Porirua City councils to say about 
their tree planting policies to enhance the 
shade available around playgrounds?

In response to enquiries from Tree 
Matters, Wellington mayor Justin Lester 
was quick and friendly in his reply. 

“Good morning. Wellington City Council 
has a proud history of tree planting 
and rejuvenating our local natural 
environment. We plant approximately 
100,000 native, eco-sourced trees and 
shrubs per annum. Community groups 
also plant 10,000, bringing the total to 
110,000 per annum. This is more than 
the Department of Conservation plants 
across all of its land in New Zealand. As 
part of the Two Million Trees planting 
programme, along with community 
groups, corporate volunteers, schools, 
and others, the Council by the end of 
2017 was to have facilitated the planting 
of just under 1.6 million native trees in 
the Wellington city area over the last 
15 years. This includes around 100,000 
trees per year being distributed from our 
Berhampore native plant nursery.”

The mayor referred Tree Matters to the 
Wellington City Council Play Spaces Policy 
– bravo for there being one – but this is 
where there is a big catch coming up.

Deep in the policy document there are 
comments about playgrounds and shade: 
“An important consideration is providing 
shade over the equipment and not just 
for caregivers. More money could be 
spent on larger trees for more immediate 
effect. Trees will not only provide shade 
but also add a natural play element to the 
space, and have ecological and amenity 
value. They can also provide seasonal 
shade allowing sun in the winter months 

when playground users are often seeking 
the sun rather than trying to avoid it.”

So far, so good. Even the community, 
says the document, consistently puts 
forward requests for associated 
improvements that include tree and 
amenity planting. But here’s the rub.

“A key issue is the implication of 
including amenity planting as part of the 
playground renewal. This is an important 
part of the concept of play spaces and 
familiarising children with nature play 
opportunities. This is something the 
community support, and research shows 
it will deepen the value of the space as a 
place to play. This work is not currently 
funded through the Long Term Plan.” 
(Emphasis added).

So there are many fine words, starting 
with the mayor, but the fish hook in 
the package is that there is no real 
committed money for the long view that 
trees have to have for their development. 
Lots of talk. No cash.

Further: “A tree, for example, could 
provide shade, be a place to play and 
beautify the area but there is currently 
no funding to provide the tree, a tree 
cage and to plant and maintain it for the 
first 5 years. (Emphasis added.) Amenity 
planting often needs high maintenance, 

particularly if it is designed to be played 
in and amongst.”

It seems if you have no money to plant 
and care for a tree for the first five years, 
there is not much chance of it being 
around for the next 50.

Asked by Tree Matters abut the 
lack of a budget, despite the claims 
of a supportive tree policy, Mr Lester 
responded simply: “We are undertaking 
a long-term-plan budgeting process 
this year and this will be considered by 
Councillors in June.”

Smaller Porirua City fares much 
better in a way that is proportionate 
to its size by actually having money 
committed to tree planting around 
playgrounds.

Julian Emeny, Manager Parks and 
Operations, told Tree Matters: “Last 
financial year, there was a real push to 
put in specimen trees (including trees for 
shade), which saw us plant around 120 
trees. That is continuing this financial 
year with a budget of around $26,000 to 
plant approximately 200 trees. Several 
of those are going in at Arnold Park and 
Jillett St Park playgrounds and around 
our splash pad at Aotea Lagoon.”

He said that Porirua City’s 2009 
Tree and Vegetation Policy recognised 
the importance and benefits of 
shade through the provision of green 
infrastructure through the city.

“This policy on planting trees around 
playgrounds for shade is captured in our 
2013 Reserves Management Plan, which 
includes outcomes for all our recreation 
places, such as this one for Karehaha 
Park in Plimmerton: ‘To encourage 
community use through improved 
entrances, signage, park furniture, and 
increased planting for amenity, shade 

Arnold Park (Titahi Bay) 
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and shelter’.”
At Hutt City, a lot of time has been 

devoted to their planting policy, as any 
arborist would know who has browsed 
through the 96-page Urban Forest Plan, 
or the Urban Forest Plan Operational 
Guide and the Urban Forest Plan, Central 
Ward Theme – Street Trees. These wide-
ranging documents look at, variously:

THE BIG PICTURE:
“Across our City variations in topography, 
soils plus exposure to wind, sunlight 
and salt have affected the distribution 
of species, resulting in a variety of 
ecosystems. Clearly in post-European 
times species distribution is also affected 
by human development, pests, grazing 
and possibly climate change.”

SPECIES
“Species such as black beech and hard 
beech may not regenerate well left to their 
own devices. It is uncertain whether the 
available seed source along the Eastern 
Hills will be adequate to approximately 
replicate near original patterns of beech 
species in natural areas. While Council 
is very interested in regaining some pre-
European vegetation patterns in natural 
areas, the most important requirements 
are vigour, diversity, presence of local 
native species and the process of 
succession occurring naturally to allow 
canopy species to emerge and thrive.”

GEOGRAPHY
“In this City wind often challenges the 
form of street trees. Specimen trees do not 
gain shelter from the trees surrounding 
them as they would in their natural 
habitats. Prevailing winds can shape tree 
crowns into atypical, weak specimens and 

unfortunately there is plenty of evidence 
of this locally. Few native trees will thrive 
as street trees...Plane trees, prunus and 
most deciduous trees are not tolerant 
of wind conditions in local streets. 
Liquidambars do no normally display 
the typical, conical shaped crown...It is 
important that the effect of wind at a 
site is considered as part of street tree 
management and planning. Wind makes a 
significant contribution towards the lack 
of quality in our current street tree asset.”

MAINTENANCE
“While Council and the tree contractor 
aim to achieve ‘natural’ forms typical of 
the species, this is not always possible. 
For example, locally the crowns of mature 
golden elms reach diameters in excess of 
20m. Golden elms in a street tree situation 
require extensive ongoing pruning 
to manage the crown’s wide growth 
habit and comply with road clearance 
requirements. The result is heavily pruned 
specimens with atypical forms.”

COMPETING INTERESTS
“Balancing the requirement for quality 
trees on a citywide basis with the desires 
of individual residents is a challenge to 
Council. Residents frequently request tree 
removal and heavy pruning in order to 
relieve the effects of shade cast by street 
trees, leaves dropped by deciduous street 
trees and shrinking views....Existing 
trees will be managed, using a variety of 
methods, to balance the amenity value 
of the streetscape with the requirements 
of individual residents...Council does not 
prioritise maintenance of panoramic 
views from dwellings.”

In respect of playgrounds and tree 
plantings, Bruce Hodgins, Divisional 

Manager Parks & Gardens, told Tree 
Matters that when redevelopment of 
a play space occurs, Hutt City Council 
includes in its planning an assessment of 
the location and availability of trees and 
will incorporate new or replacement trees 
in its design.

“For example Avalon Park, which is 
the premier play space in the City, has 
been the subject of a comprehensive 
redevelopment incorporating play into 
the landscape. The playscape relies on 
planting to create character and shade.

“The concept was to develop a 
playful landscape to host a range 
of play equipment and this relies on 
varied terrain, varied surfaces and soft 
landscaping. The layout of the playscape 
was arranged to take advantage of a 
large eucalypt tree already on site. The 
eucalypt’s canopy throws a lot of shade 
and this was one of the reasons the 
toddler and junior area was located near 
the tree.

“We have planted additional trees 
to shade the playscape, but these will 
take a few years before they will provide 
effective shade.”

He said the Council recognises the 
importance of trees that will provide 
shade and character to a park. Large 
trees are usually located immediately 
adjacent to play spaces, whether they 
be a playground with play equipment or 
grassed areas available for organised 
sport or informal play.

This came from the Urban Forest Plan 
vision that “Urban Parks in Hutt City 
will host a range of large trees which 
will make an outstanding contribution 
to the local landscape, without creating 
unreasonable interference with the 
recreational requirements of the site 

Arnold Park (Titahi Bay) 
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which are valued by users.”
In relation to the dangers of 

exposure to the sun, he said the Council 
also encouraged park users to be sun 
smart with the use of sunscreen and 
appropriate clothing.

To be fair to Wellington City Council, on 
the Two Million Trees website,  (https://
wellington.govt.nz/your-council/
projects/two-million-trees)  the Council 
provides free native plants for residents 
and community groups to plant on 
public land to improve Wellington’s 
environment, among other initiatives.

Justin Lester: “We support schools, 
community groups and individuals with 
free trees to plant. Shade is an issue at 
certain times of the year and we need 
to strike an appropriate balance. It is 
required over summer months, but less 
desired in winter, autumn and spring. We 
often have negative feedback about the 
impact of shading on residential areas 
in cooler months, particularly about any 
loss of sun. We will continue to plant trees 
in playgrounds to provide shade where it 
is required.”

Most arborists would feel they could 
look at an area such as a playground and 
common sense would tell them whether 
it was adequately shaded by trees or not. 
But the researchers have been careful 
to measure shade technically in a way 
that can be replicated scientifically. 
A Solartech Inc. Solarmeter UV Index 
(model 6.5, spectral response: 280-400nm 
with Silicon Carbide Photodiode sensor) 

was used to record UVI readings in the 
centre of each shade area. 

“For areas shaded by trees, UVI was 
measured on the side of the trunk facing 
the playground. This was the presumed 
location in which playground spectators 
would sit or stand when using tree shade. 
UVI was also measured in an exposed 
area at least four metres away from each 
shade area. Shaded area readings were 
subsequently divided by the exposed 
area readings to calculate the proportion 
of UVR blocked by the canopy of each 
shade area (i.e. % shade blocked = shade 
in shade area/ shade in nearby exposed 
area). This value was then inverted to 
calculate the protection factor (PF) of 
the shade, using the equation: PF = (1/ (1- 
UVR protection)). 

“In each shade area and exposed 
area, three UVI measurements were 
taken. The first was measured on a 
horizontal plane (plane H) at a solar 
zenith angle of 0 degrees. The second 
and third were recorded on a vertical 
plane, one angled towards the sun 
(plane VS) and one angled away (plane 
VA). Each measurement was taken at 
approximately 1.2 metres from the 
ground. A tripod pre-set to this height 
was used to standardise measurements. 
Photographs were taken of each built 
shade structure and tree to aid post-
observation comparisons by shade 
types, so as to identify examples of best 
practice.”

They conclude the paper on Wellington 
playgrounds and shade by saying: 

“Researchers intending to evaluate shade 
in summer recreation spaces or schools 
could make use of the method employed 
in this study. Although the assessment 
procedure was adapted to study 
playgrounds, it could be modified for the 
study of other outdoor settings.”
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What are standards and how can they help 
the NZ arboricultural industry?

The question of standards is a frequent topic of debate with 
practitioners in our industry and has been a discussion point 

on many occasions in a range of situations. We have heard speak-
ers from overseas talk about the need to follow standards as best 
practice and how they can help provide guidance in developing 
site-specific processes for tree pruning, care and protection.

Importantly, standards can give practitioners specific 
guidance on what is considered to be best practice in a specific 
area of application. Standards are applied in our everyday 
lives and govern our cars, the houses we live in, and the safety 
equipment we use in arboriculture, forestry and horticulture.

This leads to the questions
• Does New Zealand have a standard for trees?
• Which standard do you refer to?
• Why do we need one?
• Do we need to develop an agreed standard for New Zealand?

The question about tree standards also gets asked by central 
and local government decision-makers when considering 
national policy statements, developing district plans and best 
practice guidelines. They are certainly an important topic for us 
to consider.

The purpose of this article is to engage and seek feedback on 
what are the best standards for us as an industry. It will help to 
lift our profession. You are encouraged to have your say.

The NZ Arb Association executive members have asked 
me, as a new member, to write this article for Tree Matters, on 
standards. The aim is to seek your feedback on three principal 
areas with tree-related standard(s) which can be referred to as 
best practice for

1. Tree protection on demolition and development sites;
2. Tree work, pruning and cable support systems;
3. Nursery practice, tree selection, planting and establishment 
practices.

There are quite a few variations covering these general topics 
around the world. In my experience, the three countries whose 
standards we refer to commonly in NZ, and are referenced in 
our industry training curriculums, are the British Standard 
(BS), the Australian Standard (AS) and the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI).

Examples of existing tree-related standards are: AS4970, 
BS8545, ANSI 300 Part 1. These Standards are available at a cost 
and there are various ways to purchase them online. They are 
right-protected and so reproduction is subject to copyright. They 
can be downloaded and printed but copying is again subject to 
copyright protection rules.

OK, if you’re still with me, the main point is to try to get 
“us” or the collective “we” as an industry of professionals to 
accept that we have to try to deliver the same or at least similar 

recommendations when it comes to how works are undertaken 
on and around trees.

We are very fortunate as an industry to have top-quality 
equipment, and systems to ensure reliability and safety. The 
complexity of the work behind how all of this is developed for 
us relies on standards. These are developed by the experts, in 
industry and this is backed up by research and ongoing review.

The New Zealand Arboricultural Association is looking to find 
a consensus on what we believe are the main standards that are 
relevant to us in New Zealand arboriculture. It’s then about how 
we should be adopting and referring/referencing them when we 
provide guidance to our, managers, clients, other industries who 
consult with us and what we recommend when giving guidance 
to our policy-makers in local and central government.

We as an association need to be able to refer to best practices 
with one voice when it comes to some of the more significant 
decision-making processes we are asked to provide input into.

The ongoing debate about which standards shall be referred 

Standards series: Part 1 
Tree care & protection standards
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to, is currently what we are looking into. I have offered to take 
this subject on, through a series of articles that will hopefully 
provide you with further detail on what standards are and how 
they are used.

We are seeking your feedback as an NZ Arb member on 
five simple questions and you can give us as much or as little 
feedback as you like, but please do give us some. We want to 
involve you in making decisions and in doing so, you can help 
us provide leadership on what we should potentially endorse as 
industry standards for trees.

I have sought some early feedback from the executive committee 
and have asked them the same questions on the subject. As a 
result, it has been quickly established that developing a New 
Zealand standard is likely to be very costly, take considerable time 
and require the involvement of potentially a large number of 
stakeholders. All of this would require the setting up of a Technical 
Standards Committee.

The starting fee to submit an interest to the NZ Standards 
Authority is approximately $25K per standard, and then if 
approved an annual $10K industry contribution. We would 
be required to have a very good case to consider this type of 
funding, and realistically could not do it on our own. The size of 
our industry is not sufficiently large enough in my view to be 
able to fund this.

We may, as NZ Arb grows in membership, consider a 
submission of interest in the future if necessary, but at this 
time developing one or more NZ specific tree care standards is 
unlikely.

Please tell us if you believe something different. Feedback will 
help us to develop an understanding of your needs. If adoption 
of existing standards is the outcome, I believe it will help our 
desire to unite as an industry, to apply best practices to tree 

care, establishment, management and protection.
If you look at the standards that apply in the Approved Code 

of Practice (ACOP), 14 are referenced. If you hadn’t thought 
about safety in the last five minutes, then each and every one of 
these reminds me, and you, why we rely on our safety gear being 
tested to meet standards.
These are the standards already apply to how we physically 
climb trees and the gear that is acceptable for this task, as 
prescribed in the Code Of Practice (COP) Parts1 & 2.

NZS/AS 1270:1988 Acoustics –Hearing protectors (superseded)
AS/NZS 1337:1992 –Eye protectors for industrial applications 
(superseded)
AS/NZS 1801:1997 –Occupational protective helmets
AS/NZS 1891.1:2007 –Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices–
Part 1: Harnesses and ancillary equipment
AS/NZS 1891.2:2001 –Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices–
Part 2: Horizontal lifeline and rail systems
AS/NZS 1891.3:1997 –Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices–
Part 3: Fall-arrest devices
AS/NZS 1891.4:2009 –Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices–
Part 4: Selection, use and maintenance
AS/NZS 2210.1:2010 –Safety, protective and occupational 
footwear–Guide to selection, care and use
NZS/BS 302.5:1987 –Stranded steel wire ropes–Specification for 
ropes for hauling purposes (withdrawn)
NZS 3609:1978 –Specification for timber ladders
AS/NZS 4453.3:1997 –Protective clothing for users of hand-held 
chainsaws – Protective legwear
NZS 5233:1986 –Ladders-Non timber (superseded)

Infected with Dutch Elm Disease, Howell goodbye's the Auckland Gallery Elm. Photo:: Gerald Collett
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NZS 5806:1980 –Specification for industrial safety helmets–
Medium protection (superseded)
NZS 5819:1982 –Chain saw safety

OK, so now comes the bit where hopefully you can provide us with 
feedback on what you as a member would see as acceptable as a 
standard for our industry.

There are three main areas that we need to form a consensus 
on at this stage. This may seem like a lot of hassle, or “Why 
should I bother?” Both are good reasons to move on to the 
pictures and ads.

However, I am hopeful that the offer of giving feedback to 
direct how our industry should apply good, if not best, practices 
to tree care is sufficient for you to send us an email, give us 
feedback via our Facebook page or drop us a note, via our 
website with phone details and I can give you a call.

So thank you for getting this far into the article. Please have a 
think and provide us with your thoughts on:
1. How familiar are you with other international standards on 

tree work, tree care, tree protection, and nursery practice? 
Of the recognised standards that are currently referred to 
as British Standards (BS), AS Standards Australia, ANSI 
A300 (American National Standards), which of these are you 
familiar with?

2. Should NZ Arb work with industry to fund the development 
of our own NZ standard(s) for tree work, tree protection, and 
nursery production, planting?

3. If we were to try to develop a standard where do you see the 
funding coming from and how will NZ be different to other 
existing standards?

4. If we were to adopt an international standard(s), which one(s) 
and why?

5. If we aren’t going to adopt any of the international standards 
(take the ‘do nothing’ approach) what do you recommend is 
referred to when providing recommendations on best practice 
to clients, other industries, policy and law makers in local and 
central government?

The survey will be delivered by email to those NZ Arb has 
contacts for. It will also be posted on the NZ Arb Facebook page, 
and we will provide a link on the NZ Arb website on how to 
contact us if you want to discuss your views; please do share 
your thoughts. 

Kia ora, and will report on findings in Winter issue of Tree 
Matters. Stay in the groove out there.
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A Question of Safety
Questions might arise from the recent 
court case in which arborist company 
Stumpmaster Ltd was fined for unsafe 
practices. Stumpmaster Limited was 
charged under sections of the Health 
and Safety at Work Act 2015 that “being 
a Person Conducting a Business or 
Undertaking (PCBU), failed to ensure, 
so far as was reasonably practicable, 
that the health and safety of other 
persons was not put at risk from work 
being carried out as part of conduct of 
the business or undertaking, and that 
failure exposed other persons to a risk 
of death or serious injury.” Stumpmaster 
Limited was convicted by the Court and 
fined $90,000 and ordered by the Court 
to pay $18,500 reparation to the victim. 
The maximum penalty was a fine not 
exceeding $1.5 million.

Managers could ponder where 
the individual responsibility of the 
worker lies and where the company is 
responsible. Arborists will be wondering 
from their own experience how safety 
practices, even when properly managed, 
can get a clear message across to 
members of the public about the dangers 
they are being protected from.

Background
According to the summary of facts 
presented to the North Shore District 
Court in January by WorkSafe which 
brought the prosecution, Stumpmaster 
Ltd trading in April 2016 as Tree King 
(the defendant in the case) provided a 
quote for work, including the trimming 
and reducing of various trees and the 
removal of a Washingtonia palm tree 
approximately 3-5 metres tall, located 
in the front garden of a North Shore 
Auckland property at the end of a cul 
de sac.

WorkSafe acknowledges that the 
defendant submitted a notification 
of hazardous work to WorkSafe in 
accordance with Regulation 26 of the 
Health and Safety in Employment 
Regulations 1995. 

On arriving at the work site, the owner 
of Stumpmaster and arborist employee 
walked around the site to assess the job. 
The employee filled in a site assessment 
of risk form while walking around the 
site and the business owner signed it. The 
form identified pedestrians as hazards 
and cones as controls. WorkSafe told the 
Court that the defendant had signage 

available at its office and extendable 
barriers and tape in its vehicle at the 
site; however, these were not identified 
as controls. The business owner and his 
employee did not discuss the method for 
felling the palm trees.

The employee was trimming trees 
along the driveway area while standing 
in the neighbouring driveway when 
Ms A, who owned this neighbouring 
property, approached the employee and 
spoke to him about the work. After this 
conversation, the employee decided to 
work only on the client’s side of the fence. 

WorkSafe’s statement to the Court 
say that when it came to felling the 
tree, the employee stated that he placed 
three orange traffic cones in a triangle 
formation around the palm tree. He then 
began placing cuts into the trunk of the 
palm tree in preparation for felling it 
onto the grass verge in front of the site. 
The business owner was working out of 
sight.

“Around that time, Ms A was walking 
out of her driveway with her dog. Ms 
A stopped at the end of the driveway 
to check her letterbox.  The employee 
completed the cuts on the palm tree at 
the same time that Ms A walked out of 
her driveway onto the footpath. The 
branches of the palm tree struck Ms 
A. She was knocked to the ground and 
trapped underneath the fronds. The 
trunk of the palm tree came to rest beside 
her.”

The workers used a chainsaw to cut 
the tree into sections which were lifted to 
free Ms A. An ambulance was called and 
she was taken to hospital. She suffered 
multiple rib fractures and a laceration 
on her back requiring stitches. Previous 
fractures to her right elbow and right 
ankle were re-fractured as a result of the 
incident and she was hospitalised for six 
days. 

Presenting to the Court the exposure 
to risk of death or serious injury, 
WorkSafe said the defendant exposed 
Ms A to a risk of being struck by the palm 
tree arising from the hazard of felling the 
palm tree into an area accessible by the 
public. 

“The risks arising from tree work are 
well known in the arboriculture industry. 
Being struck by a tree can result in death 
or serious crushing injuries. Specific to 
the palm tree, there was also a risk of 
cuts and lacerations arising from contact 
with sharp palm fronds.”

WorkSafe cited how the defendant’s 
conduct departed from industry 
standards and guidelines for 
arboriculture. 

“The Approved Code of Practice for 
Safety and Health in Arboriculture 
(‘ACOP’) states at

2.2.13 Public Safety 
General Public 
If any risk of injury to the public 

exists, then the site shall be managed in 
such a way as to ensure public safety 

3.4.1 Tree Felling 
General Provisions 
The planning process to address tree 

and site factors shall identify appropriate 
actions to ensure a safe removal 
operation. 

Planning should take into account the 
following things: 

• Surrounding areas including other 
trees and the tree to be removed… 

• Location of, and means to protect, 
other persons… 

People not directly assisting with 
felling operations should be at a safe 
distance (at least two tree-lengths) from 
the tree being felled.”

WorkSafe’s Best Practice Guidelines 
Safe Manual Tree Felling identifies the 
following as one of the seven key causes 
of harm at 2.3: 

1. Feller working too close to other 
people or plant. 

The Competenz Best Practice Guidelines 
for Tree Felling states at page 17: 

When felling trees: 
• No tree shall be felled within two 

tree lengths of any road, railway or 
public access unless adequate provisions 
have been made to control traffic (signs, 
barriers, personnel). 

WorkSafe assessment
The investigation found that there was no 
effective exclusion zone around the tree 
work to ensure public safety, although 
the following steps had been taken. The 
defendant had

• identified tree felling as hazardous 
work and notified WorkSafe in 
accordance with Regulation 26 of the 
Health and Safety in Employment 
Regulations 1995. 

• completed a site assessment of 
risk form while walking around the site 
prior to starting the work. The hazard 
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of pedestrians was identified. The risk 
assessment form is a checklist created by 
the business owner.

• identified cones as the appropriate 
control for the hazard of pedestrians. 
Other possible controls on the risk 
assessment form of signs, barriers, 
danger tape and traffic control were not 
marked. 

However, in the WorkSafe view, the 
risk assessment carried out did not 
identify the most effective controls. 
There was no planning in respect of the 
specific task of felling the palm tree. The 
employee began the task by himself while 
the business owner was still working out 
the back of the site.

WorkSafe’s statement to the Court 
reported that, when interviewed, the 
defendant stated: 

“He [the employee] started on the 
driveway stuff. I started on the trees 
out the back. When he finished on the 
driveway things he just kept going 
through the list. We didn’t discuss the 
actual nuts and bolts of how the palm 
was going to be done per se.” 

WorkSafe concluded:
• There was no effective exclusion zone 

around the palm tree to ensure public 
safety. 

• The defendant relied on three cones 
to keep pedestrians safe. 

• The cones were not clearly visible 
when approaching from Ms A’s driveway. 

• The defendant had not used any 
barriers or tape to cordon off the area.

• The defendant had the appropriate 
equipment available to mark out an 
effective exclusion zone but did not use it. 

• There were no effective controls in 
place to divert pedestrian traffic away 
from the work. 

In outlining its case for prosecuting 
Stumpmaster Ltd for a failure to ensure 
health and safety, WorkSafe stated that 
as a Person Conducting a Business or 
Undertaking (PCBU), the defendant had a 
duty to ensure, so far as was reasonably 
practicable, the health and safety of 
other persons was not put at risk from 
work carried out as part of the conduct of 
the business or undertaking, pursuant to 
section 36(2) of the Health and Safety at 
Work Act 2015. 

Stumpmaster failed to ensure the 
health and safety of other persons as it 
was reasonably practicable to identify 
appropriate controls to manage the risk 
to public safety during tree felling.

“The defendant should have had in 
place systems to: 

• identify the appropriate controls 
for the risks before workers went to the 
site to commence work so that they could 
ensure that they had the appropriate 
resources; 

• ensure the highest form of control 
available was considered first before 
considering less effective controls; 

• identify an exclusion zone of two 
tree lengths; 

• identify the need to warn the public 
when tree felling operations are taking 
place.”

It was also reasonably practicable to 
ensure an effective exclusion zone was 
in place around tree felling operations to 
isolate the public from the fall zone. To 
this end, the defendant should have

• had procedures in place for workers 
to measure and establish an effective 
exclusion zone before commencing tree 
felling; 

• provided workers with the 
knowledge and necessary resources to 
establish an effective exclusion zone 
(they could have used a solid barrier 
(the highest form of isolation) or a tape 
strung between cones).

It was also reasonably practicable to use 
effective controls to minimize the risk of 
the public walking into the fall zone and 
the defendant could have used:

• clear warning signs; 
• a spotter or observer to look out 

for people approaching and potentially 
intervene; 

• a clearly marked safe diversion 
route for the public to walk through.

WorkSafe noted that the defendant 
had no previous convictions.

Conclusion
Stumpmaster Ltd pleaded guilty to the 
charge and was convicted and fined 
$90,000 and ordered to pay $18,500 
reparation to the victim. The maximum 
penalty was a fine not exceeding 
$1,500,000. Stumpmaster Ltd trading 
as Tree King was given a 30 percent 
reduction from the Court’s starting point 
for the following mitigating factors::

• payment of reparation to the victim;
• co-operation with the investigation 

and remorse over the incident;
• remedial action;
• good safety record.
There was a 25 percent reduction for 

the guilty plea entered at an early stage.

In an interview with the New Zealand 
Herald, Mr Isaacs said the company had 
proposed a fine of $20,000 or 20 percent 
of the company’s total equity, which 
would still have a significant impact, 
but the judge settled on the $90,000 plus 
reparations instead.

“Safety was always very important to 
me given our dangerous industry. I spent 
thousands on the company’s health and 
safety manual and even had our systems 
externally audited once a year,” Mr Isaacs 
said.

A spokesman for WorkSafe told 
Tree Matters: “Having a manual and 
external audits is only the first step in 
effective health and safety management. 
Having paperwork is good, but it is the 
implementation of the processes and 
policies that matters. The risk of a tree 
falling on someone as a result of the 
company’s work is an easily foreseeable 
risk and in this case the judge has 
decided on the evidence that the risk was 
not appropriately managed.”

WorkSafe’s Deputy General Manager, 
Investigations and Specialist Services 
Simon Humphries said that the incident 
was completely avoidable.

“Stumpmaster had extendable 
barriers and tape available to mark out 
an exclusion zone but chose not to use 
it. As a result, an innocent party has 
received traumatic injuries.

“You are responsible for ensuring 
that other people are not put at risk by 
the work of your business. This includes 
members of the public who could be 
affected by a work activity.”

What is the WorkSafe view, or 
the legislative wording, that says an 
employer must take responsibility and 
the blame and an employee appear to be 
free of responsibility for actions that may 
lead to unsafe behaviour?

A spokesperson for WorkSafe says that 
there are duties imposed on the business 
(PCBU in official terminology) by Section 
36 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 
principally but also by other sections.

“To suggest there is no equivalent 
requirement on workers is wrong. Section 
45 of the Act places duties on workers 
while at work – and in the situation 
involving Stumpmaster, particularly 
sub clause b: (a worker must…take 
reasonable care that his or her acts or 
omissions do not adversely affect the 
health and safety of other persons).”

A pointer to the first responsibility 
being that of the person conducting a 
business or undertaking is in the heading 
for Section 36 of the Health and Safety at 
Work Act which refers to a PRIMARY duty 
of care (emphasis added).

In other circumstances and jobs, 
arborists have been naturally concerned 
that, even with appropriate safety 
measures in place, it is often difficult to 
convince members of the public that it 
is in their best interests to observe the 
safety controls.

Comments on the Treetools New Zealand 
Facebook page by arborists relating to 
their experiences were about observing 
people ignoring cordons set up for tree 
work.

“ I’ve seen people duck under tape 
and barriers to continue to walk down 
the path where tree work was being 
undertaken. In Mission Bay (Auckland) I 
once saw a group of women set up their 
yoga mats under a cordoned-off tree 
which was being worked on while the 
arborists, one up the tree and one on 
the ground, looked at each other with 
disbelief. Sad to think that the public 
aren’t held responsible in the same way.”

Other experiences that arborists 
reported referred to moneyed golfers 
at an island resort golf course driving 
their golf carts through tapes and other 
controls around tree work and also 
seeing people accustomed to a walking 
routine deciding they were not going to 
be interrupted by safety controls around 
tree work.

“There’s a point where people also 
need to be personally liable for their 
own safety. Perhaps there needs to be 
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more public education around work 
being undertaken in public spaces, or 
spaces with public access, and why those 
barriers, cones and tape saying DANGER 
are in place.”

The President of NZ Arb William 
Melville, commenting on lessons to be 
learned from the case, said, “Cases like 
this reinforce the need for our members 
to ensure they are being compliant and 
highlights that the Person Conducting 
a Business or Undertaking (PCBU) is 
ultimately liable for the actions of their 
staff. This has been a wake-up call for a 
lot of businesses in New Zealand with the 
gravity of the fine showing that the courts 
are taking non-compliance seriously. 
Educating both employees and employers 
about the importance of following the 
Approved Code of Practice is something 
that needs to be addressed by our 
members to ensure that we all learn from 
Stumpmaster’s experience.”

According to the Stumpmaster Ltd 
website the company was founded in 2008 
and branched out into general tree care 
where it traded as Tree King before this 
part of the business was sold off in 2016. 

Stock photo of a palmw

Devastated
Unsettled by the court process and large fine imposed on Stumpmas-

ter, the owner of the company 33-year-old James Isaacs is consid-
ering an appeal, particularly in relation to the amount of the fine, but is 
waiting for the written court record to become available and for further 
legal advice.

“I am absolutely devastated that this has happened,” Isaacs told 
Tree Matters with some feeling. “I strongly disagree the fine was 
justified. The starting point was $450,000. I got a discount but that 
applied to $450,000 and no business this size could ever pay that.”

The Court gave a 30 percent reduction in fine for the mitigating 
factors of payment of reparation to the victim, co-operation with the 
investigation and remorse over the incident, remedial action and  a 
good safety record. There was a 25 percent reduction for the guilty 
plea entered at an early stage.

“It has the effect there was no discount for pleading guilty because 
that applied to $450,000. It would make no difference if my offending 
was more serious – the eventual fine is the maximum amount for my 
company.”

“The criterion for a fine is that it must affect the business but not 
destroy the company. We submitted, $20,000, a fine under the Act 
that would have had an impact. The $100,000 figure proposed by 
Worksafe was the maximum amount that they thought a company 
like mine would be able to afford without going out of business 
(based on our financial information we submitted). Even then it 
would need to be spread over five years and the first payment would 
need to be delayed until I’d paid off one of my machines in October 
this year.”

“No discount had any affect on the final fine because they still 
hit me with just shy of the theoretical maximum of $100,000. What 
we owe is the value of everything we own. I had statutory liability 
insurance but that covers only lawyer’s fees and reparations.

“Even if you agree that what I did was a failure, was it so bad that 
everything should be thrown away over it?”

As background Isaacs referred to 20-30 people he had employed 
over ten years and the equipment used safely, the safety manual he 
developed and paid for and the annual external audits.

And the lessons for Isaacs from the incident? He believes more 
road control was needed and possibly there could have been more 
detail on the Hazard ID form – “but would it have to had every cut on 
the palm tree, the detail of each trimming? The practicality is that we 
are doing this several times a day.”

“He [the other arborist] could have come and got me (we talked 
about doing it together). I can’t imagine how he could have gone 
ahead without checking. I don’t know how it ever happened.”

WorkSafe in its presentation of the case to the court outlined 
a raft of measures it believed Stumpmaster should have taken, 
including, having in place systems to ensure the highest form 
of control available was considered first before considering less 
effective controls.

Isaacs believes there is a warning for everyone in this business 
because, from his point of view, “Every day they are risking such a big 
fine. They are in great jeopardy for simply making a mistake.  And 
there will always be the risk that sometime, someone will make a 
mistake and something will happen. Like a car accident. Why would 
someone want to be a director of a company with such a big liability 
as this fine, that owed as much as the company was worth? They 
would rather close down and go and work for someone or be better 
off starting a new company.”

Is he able to pay? “If everything goes well, I keep motivated, and 
cash flow is okay and if I work for five years and pay all my profits to 
the Court then it might be possible.”

“Huge fines in a risky industry are supposed to make everyone 
safer but anyone who’s good might say it’s not worth the risk because 
there is such a high chance anything can happen (do they leave the 
industry and only cowboys are left?)

“I don’t know how you ensure that it doesn’t happen again. 
You can’t control everything that someone is doing whether the 
procedure has been planned or not.” 
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Once again, The Square in Palmerston 
North was the venue for the Wellington/

Lower North Island regional Husqvarna NZ 
Arb Tree Climbing Championship. This was 
won by Tiago Miranda and Denim Living-
ston, both of whom qualify for the nationals 
in Dunedin this year. Also qualifying were 
Clay Winter, Arran Turner and Devon Judd, 
who were the top three eligible in-region 
climbers.

The competition was run in conjunction 
with the Hilux Rural Games, which is a 
massive draw-card for Palmerston North 
and a popular attraction for a huge 
number of rural folk. While wood-chopping, 

gumboot-throwing, coal-shovelling and all 
manner of other fringe sports were going 
on in the Square, the arborists set about 
getting our show under way. A relatively 
quiet corner of the Square, containing five 
large English elms (Ulmus procera) was the 
venue for the five tree climbing events.

A field of 35 arborists from the region, 
the rest of New Zealand, and Australia, 
gathered to compete in the trees that were 
set up under the expert guidance of Craig 
De Denus (regional TCC co-ordinator) and 
Andy Neverman (TCC Head Technician).

A decision was made to split the five 
events into two groups, with the Work-

Climb, Aerial Rescue and Throwline all 
starting in the morning. The new Ascent 
and Belayed Speed Climb were held later in 
the day, to allow all climbers to watch and 
participate in the first ever Ascent event at 
a competition in New Zealand.

The KASK Work Climb had a challenging 
set-up in one of the majestic elms, which 
saw 17 climbers unable to complete the 
climb’s descent within their allotted five 
minutes and three climbers disqualified 
for rule infringements. Of the 15 climbers 
finishing within five minutes, local Brazilian 
Tiago Miranda was quickest, followed by NZ 
Champ Craig Wilson and Jamie Boston from 
Australia. 

The Silky Aerial Rescue in an adjacent 
tree saw two climbers disqualified and 
just 13 competitors complete the rescue of 
Randy within five minutes. Craig Wilson 
completed the climb in good time and 
impressed the judges with his well-practised 
rescue performance. Craig won this event, 
with Jamie Boston and Tiago Miranda in 
second and third.

The MetroGreen Throwline, judged 
by Kevin ‘Firm but Fair’ Squires was set 
up in two side-by-side elms. Competitors 
could throw from the park or the closed-
off footpath and parking bays of Main 
Street. James Gigliotti and Jamie Boston 
from Australia came first and second 
respectively, with Tiago coming in third on 
time difference.

The AB Equipment Belayed Speed 
Climb was in a vertically challenged sweet 
chestnut (Castanea sativa) at the northern 
end of the group of elms. The climb had 
a technical element that involved lateral 
movement to a first bell before the final 
scramble upwards to the top bell.  Times 
were still very fast, with the fastest, Te Riaki 
Hawira, smashing it in under 16 seconds, 
and all but two climbers gaining points for 
being within touch of Te Riaki’s time.

The Donaghys Ascent event has replaced 
the Footlock. This is due to changes in ITCC 
rules, which are updated from time to time 
to reflect changes in industry methods. 
The event is slightly more complicated, 
but no less entertaining. Climbers can pick 
up points in three different timed sections 
of the event. These are the Set-up, the 
Ascent and the Changeover. The set-up 
involves attaching the competitor’s chosen 
configuration of gear onto their specified 

NZ Arb Husqvarna Wellington Regional Tree 
Climbing Competition and Rural Games 
2018 – Palmerston North, 10-11 March 2018

Correspondence to:
craig@cwca.co.nz

By Craig Webb, 
Consultant Arborist

Industry News

Photos: Sam Russell 
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NZ Arb Husqvarna Wellington Regional Climbing 
Competition placings

Wellington Regional Men

1. Tiago Miranda

2. Clay Winter 

3. Arran Turner

3. Devon Judd

3. Jack Taylor

Wellington Regional Women

1. Denim Livingston 

Taranaki based, Nicky Ward-Allen has successfully regained her world 15-metre footlock 
climb record. Ward-Allen completed the world record challenge in central Palmerston 
North on 10 March, with a time of 19:55 seconds, beating the previous record of 20.17 sec-
onds set by Jamilee Kempton in Tampa, Florida, back in 2015. Photos: Richard Tregoweth

ascent line and then performing a test. The ascent follows and the 
Changeover time starts immediately after the bell is rung at the 
end of the ascent. The Changeover ends when the bell is struck 
a second time, once the climber has prepared for descent. This 
event proved challenging for competitors and also for technicians 
and timing judges, but the team were up for it and did a fantastic 
job. Australians Jamie Boston and James Gigliotti showed their 
experience in first and second respectively, and Jordon Tukapua 
picked up third.

World Record Holder (Again!) 
At 5:30pm all events were completed in time for a special event, 
Nicky Ward-Allen challenging a world record in footlocking. As 
a record-holder of the 12-metre mark, and the 15-metre mark 
following the change to that height to align both men’s and 
women’s climbs, Nicky was determined to make the 15-metre 
record hers again. The world record (held by Jamilee Kempton, 
Western US Chapter) stood at 20.17 seconds. Nicky’s first run 
came in with a time (averaged over five timing judges) of 19.55 
seconds. She SMASHED IT! The crowd went wild and the smile on 
Nicky’s face said it all. Congratulations Nicky.

Day two saw a competition of a different sort – a Trans-
Tasman battle between four top climbers from Australia and New 
Zealand as part of the Rural Games.  Representing Australia were 
James ‘Giggles’ Gigliotti, Barton ‘Bardo’ Allen-Hall, Jamie Boston 
and Maja Blasch. For New Zealand, Craig Wilson, Tiago Miranda, 
Zane Wedding and Chrissie Spence (New Zealand’s Rural 
Sportswoman of the Year) lined up to take on the Aussies.

In the Rural Games Speed Tree Climbing event, each climber 
completed a Work Climb and a Footlock, with the rules being 
similar in format to the ITCC events. The individual winner 
overall was ‘Bardo’ Allen-Hall, who took out top spot in the work 
climb, closely followed by Craig Wilson. Craig also placed second 
in the footlock, behind Giggles. The total scores for each climber 
were then added together to give an overall score for the winning 
team… and it was…New Zealand that took home the cup! 

It was just fantastic to see the guys and gals show their class 
in front of TV cameras and the massive crowd that had gathered, 
all the while being treated to expert live commentary by David 
‘The Tache’ James. 

Meanwhile, at an oak tree in another part of The Square, 
hundreds of children were lining up to take part in the TSB Kids’ 
Climb. The climbers that assisted with hauling and cajoling 
kids up that tree did a mammoth job and tree climbing was the 
biggest winner on the day.

Thanks to our sponsors for the Trans-Tasman Speed Tree 
Climbing – Guardian Tree Services, Treetech, NZ Arb, Levin 
Sawmakers, and All Tree Services.

All participants, climbers, volunteers and organisers alike 
must be congratulated for a couple of excellent events, which 
showed- off our industry to a wide audience. Thank you to all 
involved and of course to our fantastic sponsors.

Thanks goes to all NZ Arb tree climbing sponsors:
Husqvarna, Treetech, Arb Innovations, AB Equipment, KASK, 
Silky, Donaghys, MetroGreen, Treetools.
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When you invest in Jensen machinery,
we invest in you.

Jensen customers receive Half Price Hire from
our rental fleet. This includes lead time if you
are waiting for a new or used chipper to
arrive.

15% discount on spare parts during first three
years for new machinery sales.

We will provide the best service for purchase,
hire and after-sale support.

Thinking of buying a 
new wood chipper? 

Jensen machinery precision built in 
Germany to the highest standards.

info@alfacontracts.co.nz | www.alfacontracts.co.nz | Demonstrations and enquiries |Ph Asher 0274567127

Makita Brushless motor 
delivers 0-22.5m/s for fast 
cutting 

• Kickback brake and Variable 
speed trigger switch provide 
high operability equivalent to 
engine chain saw

• Main power switch with 
auto power-off function for 
battery saving and avoiding 
unintentional start up 

• Lightweight at 2.6kg net 
weight for reduced operator 
fatigue

• Lock-off button prevents 
accidental start up

Low noise level and zero 
emissions for operator 
comfort

“Tool-less” chain adjustment 
for convenient operation and 
maintenance

Kickback brake & electric 
brake for maximum 
productivity and maximum 
operator safety

Cordless for reduced 
maintenance; no need to 
change engine oil or spark 
plug, clean air fi lter or drain 
fuel for storage

Features Extreme Protection 
Technology (XPT) which 
is engineered to provide 
increased dust and water 
resistance in harsh job site 
conditions

Soft grip top handle is 
engineered for the user 
to more easily apply even 
cutting pressure

Adjustable automatic chain 
lubrication with large oil 
reservoir

Large oil fi lling port with 
view window allows operator 
to easily add and check bar 
oil level

LED battery indicators show 
charge level for each 18V LXT 
battery

Battery protection circuit 
protects against overloading, 
over-discharging and
over-heating

Soft start feature gradually 
increases speed to eliminate 
start up shock

Out now Makita’s new 18V brushless 
top handle Chainsaw DUC254CZ 18V LXT LI-ION CORDLESS 250MM

(10”) CHAIN SAW SKIN TOOL

Rule the 
outdoors.
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Climber extraordinaire Chrissy Spence has 
been crowned Skellerup New Zealand Rural 

Sportswoman of the Year for the second time in 
a row.

The winners of the 2018 Norwood New 
Zealand Rural Sports Awards were announced 
at a gala dinner at Awapuni in Palmerston 
North on the eve of this year’s Hilux New 
Zealand Rural Games.

Recognised as a supreme athlete in rural 
sports, Spence was the inaugural winner of this 
award in 2017.  A few months after that title, 
Spence outdid her own impressive track-record 
by taking out an unprecedented fifth world 
title at the 2017 International Tree Climbing 
Championship in Washington DC in the United 
States.

Spence has five International Tree Climbing 
Championship titles (2005, 2007, 2011, 2016, 
2017), six New Zealand National Women’s 
Championship titles (2003, 2004, 2006, 2008, 
2010), and four Asia-Pacific titles (2008, 2009, 
2010, 2015).

The award was presented by Steve Hansen, 
coach of the New Zealand All Blacks and 
Skellerup’s Perry Davis and Deborah Allan.

Chrissy Spence,  Skellerup New Zealand 
Rural Sportswoman of the Year 2018

Industry News

ABOVE: Chrissy Spence with James Kilpatrick, dual World Champions and both fi nalists
in the 2018 Norwood Rural Sports Awards 
BELOW: Chrissy Spence, Skellerup Rural Sportswoman of the Year 2018, with Perry Davis
(Skellerup) and Olympic Bronze medalist Nathan Twaddle. Photo: Simon Neale



For 28 years NZ Arb has represented the arboricultural commu-
nity in New Zealand as the foremost membership organisation 

for professional arborists.

In order to stay relevant to our members, listening to and keeping 
pace with the changing needs of our industry is at the very heart 
of what we do. That is why in November last year the we issued 
a survey to all NZ Arb members to help us understand what you, 
our members, think of our association.  We wanted to know what 
parts of the association you think are working well and what you 
think could be improved.  We also asked for feedback on events, 
communications, committees, and for your opinion on the big 
issues facing our industry and possible solutions.

The timing of the survey was intentionally set to feed into the 
annual NZ Arb Strategy Meeting which took place over two days 
in late November 2017.  The Strategy Meeting is where short-
term and long-term strategic objectives for NZ Arb are discussed 
and mapped out by the twelve (or eleven as the case is this year) 
Executive members you voted in.  Your survey response and 
comments provide the wider membership with a voice in that 
discussion.  

The anonymous results are collated, and the Executive are given 
the opportunity to look at the data and read each and every 
comment submitted as part of the process, prior to the strategy 
session.  For the purpose of the strategy meeting they are, in 
particular, on the lookout for recurring themes that embody 
those things the membership believe to be the top issues and 
opportunities for arboriculture in New Zealand and for NZ Arb 
as an association representing the industry.  

Results from this recent survey returned three very clear 
themes,  which went on to form the backbone of the 2017/18 
strategy:
1. A call for greater industry professionalism;
2. The need to improve the public awareness and perception of 
trees and arboriculture; 
3. Industry skills shortage. 

This article includes an overview of the key results from the 
survey and where appropriate looks at comparisons from 
previous membership surveys.  

Background
A short online survey was emailed to all members of the New 
Zealand Arboricultural Association on Wed 22 November.  The 
survey closed six days later with a satisfactory 26% response 
rate (60 out of a possible 230) – a slightly improved result on the 
previous Membership Survey issued in July 2016.

The response was generally positive; however, the survey report 
also contained lots of useful, constructive feedback that the NZ 
Arb Executive Committee were able to discuss in depth in the 
strategy planning meeting.  Some insightful comments were 
shared by respondents on ways in which NZ Arb could improve 
the association and deal with challenges facing the industry 
currently.  This information teamed with results from a previous 

Member Survey (July 2016), and the informal and formal 
communication and feedback received throughout the year 
through our eleven Executive Committee members, forms the 
basis of a powerful resource for planning.

A Matter of Satisfaction 

Survey respondents were asked to rate ‘how satisfied’ they are 
with the association. More than 65% of those that responded 
rated their satisfaction levels as either ‘Satisfied’ or ‘Extremely 
Satisfied’. This result was on par with the July 2016 survey, 
and whilst generally positive, satisfaction ratings ‘neutral’ or 
below, indicate a place for NZ Arb to consider where and why 
the gap between expectation and satisfaction might exist.   An 
opportunity was provided for members to explain their rating, 
which provided some insight into those things central to 
member satisfaction.  The word cloud below provides an ‘at a 
glance’ indicator of words used most often by respondents.  The 
more often words are used in answers the larger it appears in 
the word cloud.
 
The question of satisfaction went further to delve into individual 
NZ Arb activities (Conference, climbing events, newsletter, 
magazine, website, and social media) and rate satisfaction levels 
of each of these.  Overall, climbing events rated as the activity 
respondents were most satisfied with and social media the 

Correspondence to: 
comms@nzarb.org.nz

By Nicki van Asch 
NZ Arboricultural Association Administrator

Industry News
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Figure 1 How satisfied are you with our association?

Figure 2 Word cloud explaining member’s satisfaction ratings  

‘What You Said’ a summary of the 
2017 Membership Survey Results 



least, averaging a middle-of-the-road ‘neutral’ response in the 
satisfaction ratings.

An association for the future
Among recurring questions covering operational matters like 
‘preferred method of communication about upcoming event’, 
members had the opportunity, in this year’s survey, to add their 
thoughts and comments on some more strategic questions.  The 
survey asked members for their suggestions, in open-ended 
questions, on ‘how to improve our association’, on ‘how we 
can better meet our mission statement of industry promotion 
and training’.  The word cloud below provides some insight 
into recurring themes that came through in response to these 
questions. 

As the word cloud illustrates, better education and training for 
the young people coming into the industry was a popular theme.  
Another recurring theme was the desire for the association 
to invest more time and energy into educating the public on 
arboriculture and the value of trees in our communities.  A 
desire for the association to represent arborists on advocacy 
matters was also evident.  In addition to this, however, there 
were also several comments about the association’s responsibly 
to advocate for our ‘trees’ and ‘urban forests.’ 

The question of how NZ Arb could better meet their mission of 
industry promotion and training is well represented in Figure 4. 
Once again, the theme of education and training for the young in 
our industry surfaced. There was also an evident desire for more 
training and support for the vast number of small businesses 
in our industry and a call for action from NZ Arb to investigate 
the skills shortage currently faced by the industry.  In addition, 
more than one respondent was keen to see more promotion and 
growth of NZ Arb’s Approved Contractor Scheme.

Industry challenges
What do you think is the biggest challenge facing our industry 
in NZ?  In order to plan for an enhanced future for arboriculture 
in New Zealand, the Executive Committee first needed to identify 
what NZ Arb members see as the biggest challenges in our 
industry right now. Figure 5 illustrates the most common words 
that featured in your responses to this question.  Three key 
themes came up, over and over again, and nearly all responses 
could be categorised into one of these three areas:
1. Industry professionalism;
2. Public awareness and perception of trees and arboriculture; 
3. Industry skills shortage. 

Members were also asked to contribute their solutions to 
the challenges they’d identified.  Contributions ranged from 
educational reform to complete paradigm shifts in our 
communities.  The word cloud below provides an ‘at a glance’ 
idea of some of the reccurring words and themes that came 
through in response to this question.

How do you see NZ Arb solving this? 
These suggested solutions were fed into the Executive Strategy 
Session and frequently aligned with ideas coming from Executive 
members themselves in this meeting.

In the next issue of Tree Matters (Winter 2018) President, Will 
Melville, will summarise the outcomes from the Executive 
Committee Strategy Meeting and talk about how the long- and 
short-term objectives discussed at this meeting will be turned 
into actions. 

Finally, NZ Arb would also like to acknowledge those who 
took the time to respond to the November 2017 survey. The 
next general membership survey is set for November 2018 
and will provide a similar opportunity for members to voice 
their thoughts and ideas and help shape the direction of the 
association.

Full set of data and results are available on the NZ Arb website. 
Go to www.nzarb.org.nz/news
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Figure 5 What do you think is the biggest challenge facing our industry 
in NZ?  

Figure 6  Solutions

Figure3  Do you have any suggestions on how to improve our 
 association?

Figure4  Do you have any suggestions on how we can better meet our 
mission statement of industry promotion and training?
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The key to the success of Hawke’s 
Bay Tree Surgeons over the last few 

years has been their willingness to try 
new things, helping develop and expand 
the range of services their business has 
to offer. Also, to learn more about the 
science around trees, learning from other 
industries and applying this information 
to their own company. 

“There’s a lot more to this business 
than just chopping a few branches off 
trees and hoping for the best,” says 
Hawke’s Bay Tree Surgeons’ Director, 
Darryl Judd. And he should know. 
Darryl went straight from school into 
a horticultural job in Upper Hutt, 
subsequently moving to the UK where 
he found employment as an arborist. He 
returned to New Zealand for a short time 
but with the help of the NZ Craftsman 
Training Federation, who paid his airfare, 
he enrolled with Merrist Wood College 
where he qualified as an arborist.

Upon his permanent return to New 
Zealand, he set up Guardian Tree Services 
in Palmerston North where he put his 
new-found skills into practice. After 
several years building this business up he 
sold 50% of his shareholding and headed 
off to Hawke’s Bay with a plan to retire. 
This was shortlived however when he 
decided to purchase Hawke’s Bay Tree 
Surgeons. Jonty Apatu, who had recently 
returned from Australia with some 
impressive aboricultural qualifications 
and work experience joined Darryl in the 
new venture.

A visit to last year’s Aboricultural 
conference trade show convinced the 
pair that their current piece of access 
equipment whilst serving them well, 
was holding them back from winning 
some of the bigger contracts around. 
Jonty suggested they take a look at the 
Youngman Richardson stand where a 
range of Platform Basket Spiderlifts were 
on display. “Jonty had some previous 
experience with Platform Basket 
Spiderlifts having used them quite a bit 
during his time across the Ditch,” says 
Darryl. “He had been impressed by what 
they were capable of delivering and felt 
that the Spiderlift would prove effective 
in keeping us in touch with the market as 
well as providing a competitive edge.”

Hawke’s Bay Tree Surgeons are 
now the proud owners of a Platform 
Basket Spiderlift PB1575 which is one of 
four models in the range. These can be 
purchased through New Zealand and 
NZ Arboricultural Association member 
Youngman Richardson & Co Ltd. The 
Platform Basket Spiderlift 1575 gives a 
much better reach, providing safe and 
more efficient access to larger trees. “At 

this point in time it’s exactly what we 
need,” says Darryl Judd. “Haven’t tried 
the electrical option yet but looking 
forward to the difference that it could 
make to our productivity and cost 
effectiveness.” 

Other features that can be found on 
Platform Basket Spiderlifts include extra-
long self-levelling stabilisers making 
them ideal for steep terrain and difficult 
to access applications like hard to prune 
trees. There’s also a variable track width 
for additional stability. Remote controls 
on some models also allow the operator 
to control the machine from within the 
basket as well as from the ground.

“We’ve found Youngman Richardson 
very professional during the course of 
our dealings to date,” says Darryl.

For further information contact Young-
man Richardson & Co Ltd 09 443 2436 or 
for South Island enquiries, 03 341 6923..

  

SPIDERLIFT PROVIDES A COMPETITIVE EDGE

- advertorial-



Taranaki arborist Wallace Flay (1978-2017) is remembered as 
a well-regarded, hard-working man who enjoyed the outdoor 

life and whose interests in the environment and humanitarian 
causes were demonstrated in his working life and as a member 
of the Waitara Volunteer Fire Brigade. Flay (39) tragically died 
after a crash involving his ute, a light truck and a cyclist on 
State Highway 3 in North Taranaki.

A Contract Supervisor at Asplundh Tree Expert, Flay was 
born in New Plymouth. One of four children, he was educated 
at Waitara High School and Taranaki Polytechnic where he 
completed a course in forestry skills for a National Certificate 
in Forestry. During study for a National Certificate, Forestry 
– Harvesting at Waiariki Polytechnic he gained experience 
harvesting in a logging crew and went on to train as an 
arborist, gaining a National Certificate level 4 Advanced, and 
Arboriculture, Level 4 at the New Zealand Horticulture Training 
Organisation.

As night shift supervisor over the course of six years at 
Taranaki Sawmills Ltd (Taranaki Pine), he was involved in 
staff management and ensuring the efficient operation of the 
machines. Following a year’s break in hospitality, living and 
working in Australia, he joined Asplundh.

Apart from his regular role in inspecting trees and roadside 
vegetation for any maintenance issues, his work involved 
managing fleet, staff, generating work, liaising with clients and 
problem-solving.

He was with the Waitara volunteer fire brigade between 
February 2014 and November 2015 and a noted gym goer. 
Olympus Fitness and Performance Gym in New Plymouth 
recalled him as an avid and cheerful member who “impacted all 
our lives with his work hard attitude.” A special Wallace Workout 
fundraiser was held at the gym to raise money for his family. 

In his spare time, Flay followed in his father’s footsteps, 
with a keen interest in wood turning and making his own 
furniture, including a table and headboard and he was in the 
process of renovating his house. His outside interests included 
photography and he was acknowledged in the Asplundh 
international photography competition, Shoot Out 2013, for his 
photo of Mt Taranaki in the Nature section, receiving recognition 
with an Honourable Mention and being published in  the Holiday 
2013 edition of the Asplundh Tree magazine.

Wallace Flay is survived by his sons Ethan, Caleb, and step-
daughter Danielle.
NZArb extends its condolences to Wallace Flay’s family

NZ Arb is pleased to announce STIHL as the association’s newest 
Cornerstone Partner.  STIHL have recently signed a Platinum 

Cornerstone sponsorship contract, committing to and investing 
in the work of the New Zealand Arboriculture Association and the 
future of arboriculture in New Zealand

Stace Hall, STIHL Marketing Manager, says “STIHL’s 
longstanding relationship with arborists has helped establish the 
family owned German Brand as an essential partner for industry 
professionals. With a rapidly expanding range of products and 
accessories developed for use in arboriculture, now is the perfect 
time for STIHL to increase its support for the men and women 
who care for our nation’s trees. We at STIHL look forward to 
getting ever closer to our customers through this sponsorship.”

Mark Lochhead STIHL Southern Territory Manager with delegates at 
the 2017 NZ Arb Conference

Obituary Wallace Flay

STIHL partner with NZ Arb

Industry News
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Clippings
Become an Approved 
Contractor

Gaining NZ Arb Approved Contractor 
status is demonstrating your company’s 
commitment to quality.  This point of 
difference will be what helps to separate you 
from the field, amongst your competitors.

Benefits of becoming an Approved 
Contractor: 
• Possible preferential access to local body 

works and industry contracts;  
• Use of the NZ Arb Approved Contractor 

logo for promotion and advertising 
purposes;

• The ability to demonstrate your company’s 
investment in continuous improvement 
and quality;  

• Listings on the New Zealand Arboricultural 
Association website and in quarterly issues 
of Tree Matters magazine.

To become a NZ Arb Approved Contractor 
visit the NZ Arb website (NZArb.org.nz) and 
download the Pre-Approval Guide. 

TruPulse Laser 
Rangefi nder
for sale

Unused TruPulse 360B Laser 
Rangefinder in absolute brand 
new condition. Complete with user 
manual, soft carry-case, lanyard and 
original packaging. Purchased in 
2008 for NZ$4300 from Positioning 
Resources Ltd., U.K.  Serial number 
9485. Bluetooth capabilities for 
wireless data collection.

Full specifications can be seen at:  
www.lasertech.com/TruPulse-360-
Rangefinder.aspx  

Obtained for a local authority project 
that did not eventuate.
$1500 or very near offer with no GST 
to pay. Enquiries to Chris Boucher  
021 855 894
Chris.Boucher@arbman.co.nz

Arbor Day
New Zealand
5 June

Since 1977, New Zealand has 
celebrated Arbor Day on June 5, 
which is also World Environment 
Day. Now is the time to start thinking 
about how you’re going to take this 
annual opportunity to engage with 
your local community. Consider 
organising, or getting involved in a 
tree planting project. Offer to help 
a local school recognise Arbor Day, 
donate some time to assist with a 
tree planting and talk to the kids 
about the importance of trees in our 
communities. 

NZ Arb is keen to help you promote 
your local Arbor Day projects. Tell us 
about what you have planned and we’ll 
help you spread the word.

P50RX

P460

NEW Predator Power Stump 
Grinders get the job done no 
matter what the size. Retractable 
tracks make ease of access an 
added advantage with plenty of 
power to get the job done.

The best equipment 
no matter the size.

www.hansaproducts.co.nz 
Hansa Products Ltd - 36 Tawn Place, PO Box 10323, Hamilton 3200, New Zealand

freephone 0508 4 HANSA (0508 442 672)   phone 07 849 4749   email info@hansaproducts.co.nz   



APPROVED CONTRACTORS 
OF  THE NEW ZEALAND 
ARBORICULTURE ASSOCIATION

An Approved Contractor is an arboricultural contracting business that has met, and main-
tains, a minimum stand of professional knowledge and practical ability with a certain level 
of client service – as required in the NZ Arb Approved Contractor Scheme. 

Northland/Auckland

Treescape Ltd Auckland  info@treescape.co.nz (09) 259 0572

Treescape Ltd Kumeu northern@treescape.co.nz (09) 412 5017

Treesafe Arboriculture 
contractors Auckland nick@treesafe.co.nz 0800 873 3769

Waikato / Bay of Plenty

Treescape Ltd Hamilton waikato@treescape.co.nz (07) 857 0280

Arbor Care Tree 
Services Tauranga arborcare@clear.net.nz (07) 543 1776

Central / Wellington

 Bark Ltd Wellington  enquiries@bark.co.nz 0800 227 558

Treetech Ltd Wellington  office@treetech.co.nz 0800 873 378

Treescape Ltd Wellington central@treescape.co.nz (04) 569 5813

Arb Innovations Wellington enquiries@arbinnovations.co.nz (04) 2126 366

Wellington City Council 
Parks & Gardens Wellington william.melville@wcc.govt.nz (04) 499-4444

Canterbury

Treetech Ltd Christchurch office@treetech.co.nz 0800 873 378

Treescape Ltd Christchurch canterbury@treescape.co.nz (03) 544 0588

Nelson/Tasman

Treescape Ltd Nelson south@treescape.co.nz (03) 544 0588

For more information on ACS, or to check latest ‘Notification of Intent’ 
companies, visit the NZ Arb website www.nzarb.org.nz



VERMEER ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT
BUILT FOR THE DAILY GRIND

Not only is Vermeer Environmental Equipment built for performance and easy maintenance, its also designed with operator safety 
in mind. Vermeer Stump Grinders make short work out of stump removal and are easy to use on virtually any type of hardwood. 
From parks to backyards Vermeer Brush Chippers offer a rugged and dependable solution and its exclusive patented safety 
systems provide less downtime and greater productivity.

EQUIPPED TO
DO MORE.

CONTACT
Na t ionw ide -  Chr is Smith  -  021 367 889

David Stewar t  -  027 564 2405

NZ ARB HUSQVARNA WAIKATO/BOP 
TREE CLIMBING COMPETITION
26 MAY  /  VENUE TBC
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NZ ARBOR DAY
5 JUNE  /  NATIONWIDE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ISA ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
5 - 8 AUG  /  COLUMBUS, OHIO
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ISA TRAQ RECERTIFICATION COURSE 
(AUCKLAND)
15 JUN  /  AUCKLAND
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NZ ARB ANNUAL CONFERENCE
 + NZ ARB AGM
8 - 9 NOV   /   DUNEDIN
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NZ ARB HUSQVARNA NATIONAL TREE 
CLIMBING CHAMPIONSHIP
9 - 10 NOV   /   DUNEDIN

UPCOMING EVENTS



FOR A LIMITED TIME, TRADE-IN YOUR OLD CHAINSAW 
AND RECEIVE A MINIMUM $150 TRADE-IN DEAL* ON A 
NEW HUSQVARNA T536LiXP CHAINSAW.

GIVE YOUR  
OLD CHAINSAW 
THE AXE! 

  

HUSQVARNA T536LiXP
Professional top-handle chainsaw engineered for easy operation, with 
an intuitive keypad that enables starting and stopping at the push 
of a button. Exceptionally well balanced and light weight to ensure 
natural, smooth motions in any situation. The brushless motor provides 
increased efficiency and the high, constant torque generates a chain 
speed of 20 m/s - making it one of the most impressive and efficient 

battery powered chainsaw on the market. 

36V – 12” Bar – 3.7kg (with Battery)
For more details, visit husqvarna.co.nz

*Offer valid 01/04/2018 - 31/07/2018 strictly while stocks last, at participating Husqvarna Servicing Dealers.  
Terms and Conditions apply, see instore or online for details husqvarna.co.nz

$1,247
Includes BLi200 Battery, and QC330 Charger


